Context. NGC 6357 is an active star forming region with very young massive open clusters. These clusters contain some of the most massive stars in the Galaxy and strongly interact with nearby giant molecular clouds. Aims. We study the young stellar populations of the region and of the open cluster Pismis 24, focusing on their relationship with the nearby giant molecular clouds. We seek evidence of triggered star formation "propagating" from the clusters. Methods. We used new deep JHK s photometry, along with unpublished deep IRAC/Spitzer mid-infrared photometry, complemented with optical HST/WFPC2 high spatial resolution photometry and X-ray Chandra observations, to constrain age, initial mass function, and star formation modes in progress. We carefully examine and discuss all sources of bias (saturation, confusion, different sensitivities, extinction). Results. NGC 6357 hosts three large young stellar clusters, of which Pismis 24 is the most prominent. We found that Pismis 24 is a very young (∼ 1 − 3 Myr) open cluster with a Salpeter-like IMF and a few thousand members. A comparison between optical and infrared photometry indicates that the fraction of members with a near-infrared excess (i. e., with a circumstellar disk) is in the range 0.3 − 0.6, consistent with its photometrically derived age. We also find that Pismis 24 is likely subdivided into a few different sub-clusters, one of which contains almost all the massive members. There are indications of current star formation triggered by these massive stars, but clear age trends could not be derived (although the fraction of stars with a near-infrared excess does increase towards the Hii region associated with the cluster). The gas out of which Pismis 24 formed must have been distributed in dense clumps within a cloud of less dense gas ∼ 1 pc in radius. Conclusions. Our findings provide some new insight into how young stellar populations and massive stars emerge, and evolve in the first few Myr after birth, from a giant molecular cloud complex.
Introduction
It is becoming clear that even stellar systems that are smaller than galaxies exhibit complex patterns of star formation during their evolution. The most notable example is that of some globular clusters, for which recent observations have shown that they can no longer be considered as made up of single stellar populations, i. e., ensembles of stars of the same age and chemical composition. Rather, it has been found that globular clusters host multiple stellar populations with different chemical signatures (for an updated review on the subject, see Gratton et al. 2012) , with age differences of ∼ 10 8 yrs.
In the context of the much younger star forming regions and open clusters populating the Galactic disk, < ∼ 10 Myr in age, the concept of multiple stellar populations with different chemical compositions, as envisaged for globular clusters, cannot be applied (e.g. De Silva et al. 2009 ). Nevertheless, observations are accumulating of young clusters and star forming regions that underwent several episodes of star formation during their early evolution, i. e., various generations of stars formed in different bursts (maybe ∼ 1 Myr or less apart) inside different nearby gaseous clumps, which may or may not have been triggered by a previous nearby episode. Examples of star formation activity occurring in several bursts or lasting for quite a long time can be found in the literature. Both an age spread and co-existing younger (∼ 1 Myr) and older (∼ 10 Myr) stellar populations were found in NGC 3603 (Beccari et al. 2010) . Two generations of pre-main sequence (PMS) stars, one ∼ 1 Myr and one ∼ 10 Myr old, were found towards NGC 346 (De Marchi et al. 2011b ). De Marchi et al. (2013) found a bimodal age distribution in NGC 602, with stars younger than 5 Myr and stars older than 30 Myr. A younger (∼ 4 Myr) and an older (> 12 Myr) PMS star population were also found in 30 Doradus, although with different spatial distributions (De Marchi et al. 2011a ). Jeffries et al. (2014) found two kinematically distinct young stellar populations around the Wolf-Rayet binary system γ 2 Velorum, with this binary system at least a few Myr younger than most of the surrounding stars. The observations therefore would point to multiple and/or lasting star formation episodes occurring in a single region, on timescales ranging from 1-10 Myr in the smallest systems (e. g., open clusters) and up to 100 Myr in the largest ones (i. e., globular clusters).
Focusing on the shortest timescales (∼ 10 Myr), however, at least some of the observational results are still debated. How long star formation goes on in a particular region before it runs out of dense gas and whether it occurs in a single burst or in multiple episodes, or rather continuously, are often difficult questions to tackle observationally. For example, the most commonly used method for age determination consists of comparing Hertzsprung-Russel or colour-magnitude diagrams with theoretical evolutionary tracks (e. g., Hillenbrand 1997 ). Nevertheless, current theoretical modelling of PMS stars is not reliable enough in the first few Myr of life to pinpoint differences < ∼ 1 Myr. In this respect, young "multiple" populations are therefore much more difficult to identify than in evolved structures. As a result, age dispersions in young star clusters have been interpreted either as real and indicating "long" time-scales for star formation by some authors (e. g., Palla & Stahler 1999 , 2000 , or as only apparent, due to observational errors and variability, episodic accretion, and/or other physical effects unaccounted for by PMS evolutionary tracks (Hartmann 2001; Baraffe et al. 2009; Preibisch 2012; Jeffries et al. 2011 ).
Triggered star formation, i. e., the sequential birth of generations of stars, each originated by feedback from the previous generation, is one of the ways which may naturally lead to different but nearby bursts of star formation in the same region. The physical mechanisms proposed for triggering star formation are summarised in Deharveng et al. (2005) . On the other hand, numerical simulations of turbulent molecular clouds (e. g., Bonnell et al. 2011; Dale & Bonnel 2011) predict that large molecular clouds can host several clusters of roughly the same age in different sites, without invoking triggered star formation. Thus, sequential star groups and stellar populations in a turbulent cloud cannot easily be observationally recognised unless very accurate age measurements are possible. Nevertheless, the observational evidence for ongoing triggered star formation near massive stars has been growing recently (for an updated list, see Deharveng & Zavagno 2011) . Numerical simulations as well (e. g., Dale et al. 2012b ) have shown that triggered star formation does occur in giant molecular clouds as a result of ionising feedback (and molecular outflows) from massive stars, although this feedback also tends to result in a globally lower star-formation efficiency.
In the present paper, we test several widely-used observational tools based on multi-wavelength (from the near-infrared to the X-ray) observations to try and identify any young stellar generation in the star forming complex NGC 6357, to derive the star formation history of the whole region. NGC 6357 is a massive star forming region containing young (∼ 1 Myr) open star clusters interacting with the parental gas, bubble-like structures, and pillars, one of which with a Young Stellar Objects (YSOs) at its apex. The young open cluster Pismis 24 is the most prominent of the young stellar clusters in the complex. Both NGC 6357 and Pismis 24 are described in Sect. 1.1. We also study the effects of feedback UV radiation from massive stars on the currently forming generation of stars, looking for any evidence of triggered star formation both on the large and on the small scale. Finally, we apply a method based on the K luminosity function to derive the initial mass function (IMF) of Pismis 24.
This paper is organised as follows. In Sect. 2 we describe observations and data reduction. In Sect. 3, we present large-scale, deep Spitzer/IRAC photometry of NGC 6357, and briefly examine how YSOs are distributed in the region. In the same section, we then focus on Pismis 24 by using optical and infrared photometry, complemented with X-ray high-angular resolution observations from the literature. We carefully address many critical issues (such as crowding effects on the photometric completeness, contamination of cluster members by background stars, the reddening law, and infrared excess from young objects), some of which are especially important for studying regions lying in the Galactic plane and close in projection to the Galactic centre, but which have not been fully considered so far. We will also assess the limitations of the available YSO diagnostics, and their effects on data interpretation. The IMF of Pismis 24 is derived in Sect. 3.8. The stellar populations in the other clusters will be studied in forthcoming papers using recently obtained nearinfrared (NIR) observations. A tentative scenario for star formation in the region is however discussed in Sect. 4. Finally, our conclusions are summarised in Sect. 5.
NGC 6357 and the open cluster Pismis 24
NGC 6357 is a complex composed of giant molecular clouds, Hii regions and open clusters, located at l ∼ 353
• , b ∼ 1 • , at a distance of 1.7 kpc (see Sect. 1.2). The large scale structure has been studied in a number of papers and its most prominent components are highlighted in Fig. 1 . The gas distribution is outlined by a large optical shell opened to the north (named big shell by Cappa et al. 2011 ) and three smaller cavities (namely CWP2007 CS 59, CWP2007 CS 61, and CWP2007 CS 63; Churchwell et al. 2007 ). Lortet et al. (1984) noted that the big shell is in lowexcitation conditions and ionisation-bounded, and suggested it is in fact a wind-driven bubble. Following Felli et al. (1990) , we will refer to the big shell as the ring. Three Hii regions are associated with the cavities: G353.2+0.9 (inside CWP2007 CS 61), G353.1+0.6 (inside CWP2007 CS 63), and G353.2+0.7 (inside CWP2007 CS 59).
The big shell is ∼ 60 ′ in diameter (∼ 30 pc at 1.7 kpc) and is bordered by an outer shell of giant molecular clouds with LSR velocities in the range −12.5 to 0 km s −1 (Cappa et al. 2011 ), The total estimated gas mass of the outer shell amounts to 1.4 × 10 5 M ⊙ . If the whole molecular gas structure is part of a large bubble, then the gas velocity range suggests an expansion rate of the order of ∼ 10 km s −1 . Given a radius of ∼ 15 pc, the dynamical age of this large shell would be ∼ 1.5 Myr.
CS 61 is situated inside the southern half of the big shell, enclosed in an elliptical ring of NIR emission (see Fig. 3 ) whose most prominent feature is the Hii region G353.2+0.9 in the northern part. A few molecular clouds border the NIR emission, with LSR velocities between −7.5 and 0 km s −1 (Cappa et al. 2011) , arranged in another shell structure (shell A, labelled in Fig. 1 ). The total estimated mass of shell A is 1.2 × 10 5 M ⊙ . Pismis 24 (see Fig. 2) is a young open cluster inside CS 61, off-centred northward (as marked in Fig. 1 ). Several optical spectroscopic and photometric observations have unveiled a number of coeval (∼ 1 Myr) O-type stars among its members (Moffat & Vogt 1973 , Neckel 1978 , Lortet et al. 1984 , Massey et al. 2001 , Russeil et al. 2012 . The two brightest stars were identified as an O3 If (Cl Pismis 24 1, a.k.a. HD 319718) and an O3 III (Cl Pismis 24 17) star (Massey et al. 2001) , respectively. Pismis 24 1 was then resolved by HST imaging into two components, Pismis 24-1SW and Pismis 24-1NE (the latter being a spectroscopic binary), of < ∼ 100 M ⊙ each (for a distance of ∼ 2.56 kpc, larger than that assumed in the present work; Maíz Apellániz et al. 2007 ). We note that not necessarily these stars have already ended their main-sequence phase. Recent simulations of a non-rotating 60 M ⊙ star have shown that this would display a supergiant appearance (i. e., luminosity class I) already on the ZAMS (Groh et al. 2014) . Wang et al. (2007) obtained deep X-ray Chandra/ACIS observations of Pismis 24, finding ∼ 800 X-ray sources that cluster around Pismis 24 1 and Pismis 24 17, mostly intermediate-and low-mass PMS cluster members. The radial distribution of X-ray source surface density is characterised by a core ∼ 2 ′ in radius superimposed on a halo with a radius of at least 8 ′ . Optical (RI) photometry and spectroscopy (of a smaller sub-sample) with VIMOS at the VLT (Fang et al. 2012) confirmed that these are PMS stars with a median age of 1 Myr and an age spread in the range < ∼ 0.1 to > ∼ 10 Myr. In addition, the IMF is consistent with that of the Orion Nebula Cluster (ONC). Wang et al. (2007) estimated a number of members of ∼ 10000 if the distance is 2.56 kpc. By combining 2MASS and Spitzer/IRAC photometry, Fang et al. (2012) derived a very low fraction (∼ 0.2) of stars with a circumstellar disk within ∼ 0.6 pc from Pismis 24 1. This is quite low for such a young cluster, thus they suggested that this is observational evidence of the effect of massive stars on the disk evolution around nearby, less massive stars. The O-type stars in Pismis 24 are the ionising sources of G353.2+0.9 (Bohigas et al. 2004; Giannetti et al. 2012) . They are also responsible for the ionisation of the inner edge of shell A, originating a ring of Hii regions collectively referred to as G353.12+0.86 by Cappa et al. (2011) .
Spitzer/IRAC photometry showed three large clusters of Class I and Class II sources in NGC 6357 (Fang et al. 2012 ): one coinciding with Pismis 24, another coinciding with the open cluster AH03J1725-34.4 towards CS 63 (Dias et al. 2002 , Gvaramadze et al. 2011 , and a third one towards CS 59. The most massive members of AH03J1725-34.4 are N78 49, N78 50 and N78 51 , that were classified as O5 to O9.5 (Neckel 1978 , Lortet 1984 , although Damke et al. (2006) recently reported a new spectral classification, namely O4III for N78 49 and O3.5V for N78 51, which suggests that AH03J1725-34.4 is roughly coeval with Pismis 24. N78 49 is the main ionising source of the Hii region G353.1+0.6 (Massi et al. 1997) , located on the northern edge of CS 63, where a few giant molecular clouds lie between CS 63 and CS 61 (Massi et al. 1997 , Cappa et al. 2011 . Fang et al. (2012) also found two arcs of Class I and Class II sources, one encompassing CS 59 and CS 61, and the other in a symmetrically located position with respect to Pismis 24, which may be connected with the cluster.
A few authors have also suggested that an older population of stars may exist in NGC 6357. Wang et al. (2007) , by noting the off-centred position of Pismis 24 inside CS 61, which might be inconsistent with a bubble originated by the energetic input from the stars of the cluster, and Gvaramadze et al. 2011 , by noting the age discrepancy between the very massive members of Pismis 24 and the nearby (∼ 4 ′ from Pismis 24) older WR93.
Distance to Pismis 24 and extinction
There is little doubt that the two most prominent Hii regions in NGC 6357, (namely. G353.2+0.9 and G353.1+0.6) are at the same distance. The gas velocity either from radio recombination lines or from mm molecular lines does not change appreciably from one to the other (Massi et al. 1997) . In particular, large-scale 12 CO(1-0) emission (Cappa et al. 2011 ) from the region displayed in Fig. 3 confirms the visual impression that we are merely observing parts of a larger complex. Remarkably, the nearby region NGC 6334 also exhibits similar gas velocities and stellar photometry yields a similar distance (Russeil et al. 2012) . Therefore, NGC 6357 as a whole could be part of an even larger galactic complex.
The distance to NGC 6357, and to Pismis 24 in particular, is still debated. As explained in Massi et al. (1997) , the kinematical distance (∼ 1 kpc) based on the radial velocity of the associated gas is uncertain and it is now clear that it underestimates the actual distance. Neckel (1978) found 1.74 ± 0.31 kpc for NGC 6334 and NGC 6357 based on optical photometry of stars. Lortet et al. (1984) found the same value from spectroscopic observations of the most luminous stars in NGC 6357. Based on a spectral analysis of the most massive members of Pismis 24, Massey et al. (2001) found a distance of ∼ 2.56 kpc (distance modulus DM = 12 mag), larger than the previous values. On the other hand, all the most recent determinations point to a distance ∼ 1.7 − 1.8 kpc (Fang et al. 2012 , Russeil et al. 2012 , Gvaramadze et al. 2011 , Lima et al. 2014 . Reid et al. (2014) found an even lower distance to NGC 6334 (1.34 kpc) from trigonometric parallaxes of masers. In the present work, we will assume a distance 1.7 kpc (DM = 11.15 mag) following the most recent literature.
Part of the discrepancy in the distance determination may arise due to an anomalous reddening. Chini & Krügel (1983) had already noted that the region is seen through a dark cloud and derived R V = 3.7 ± 0.2. Bohigas et al. (2004) found R V = 3.5, which agrees with R V = 3.53 ± 0.08 obtained by Russeil et al. (2012) . However, Maíz Apellániz et al. (2007) found R V = 2.9 − 3.1 for the two most massive stars of Pismis 24 through HST optical and 2MASS NIR photometry.
Contrary to the distance, the average extinction towards Pismis 24 appears to be well constrained. Neckel (1978) and Lortet et al. (1984) found that the brightest members are af-fected by A V in the range 5-6 mag. Massey et al. (2001) found E(B − V) between 1.6-1.9 (i. e., the same A V range as above if R V = 3.1) and a median E(B − V) = 1.73 for the most massive stars. Maíz Apellániz et al. (2007) obtained A V = 5.5 mag for Pismis 24 1 and A V = 5.9 mag for Pismis 24 17, using HST optical photometry (values increasing to A V = 5.87 mag and A V = 6.34 mag, respectively, when including 2MASS photometry). Russeil et al. (2012) found A V in the range 5.01-6.39 mag using multi-band photometry, and values in agreement with those of Maíz Apellániz et al. (2007) for the 2 most massive stars. Fang et al. (2012) used optical spectroscopy and RI photometry for a large number of low-mass counterparts of X-ray sources (hence, mostly cluster members) deriving an extinction range 3.2 < A V < 7.8. Lima et al. (2014) obtained an average E(J − K s ) = 1.01, i. e., E(B − V) = 1.75, for the cluster stars.
Observations and data reduction

Near-Infrared imaging
The field towards G353.2+0.9 was imaged in the JHK s bands with SofI (Moorwood et al. 1998 ) at the ESO-NTT telescope (La Silla, Chile), during the night between 13 and 14 May, 1999. The plate scale is ∼0.282 ′′ /pixel, yielding an instantaneous field of view of ∼ 5 × 5 arcmin 2 . For each band five pairs of on-source/off-source images were taken, dithered according to a pattern of positions randomly selected in a box of side length 20
′′ . Each image consists of an average of 40 (80 at K s ) sub-exposures of 1.182 s, resulting in a total on-source integration time of ∼ 4 min. (∼ 8 min. at K s ). The raw images were crosstalk corrected, flat fielded (using dome-flats), sky subtracted, bad-pixel corrected, registered and mosaicked using the special procedures developed for SofI and standard routines in the IRAF 1 package. The seeing in the final combined images is ∼ 0.
′′ 9. A three-colour image (J blue, H green, K s red) from the reduced set of frames is shown in Fig. 2 Giannetti et al. (2012) in their Fig. 2 , where the structures visible in the image are labelled. To calibrate the photometry, the standard star S279-F (Persson et al. 1998 ) was observed in the same night.
Photometry was carried out on the final images by using DAOPHOT routines in IRAF. We selected a ∼ 1 (PSF-)FWHM aperture and sky annuli ∼ 2 FWHM both in radius and width, with the modal value as a background estimator. From this, PSFfit photometry was then performed with ALLSTAR. The results in the three bands were matched together by using a radius of 3 pixels (∼ 1 FWHM). The obtained limiting magnitudes (at a signal to noise ratio of 3) are J ∼ 19.7, H ∼ 19 and K s ∼ 18.5. In total, we found 6500 NIR sources detected at least in the K s band.
We compared our photometry with that from 2MASS, which is both less sensitive and less resolved than ours. By computing ∆m = mag(SofI) − mag(2MASS) we found averages 0.05 ± 0.32 mag at K s (0.03 ± 0.17 mag for K s < 12), 0.09 ± 0.23 mag at H (0.05 ± 0.09 mag for H < 12), and 0.04 ± 0.30 mag at J (0.02 ± 0.09 mag for J < 12). The sources appear slightly fainter in the SofI photometry, as expected due to its better angular resolution. Such large dispersions in ∆m are usually found in young, crowded stellar fields when comparing photometry of very different sensitivity and resolution. However, we note that ∆m exhibits a similar spread as that of the 2MASS photometric uncertainties in the same band. Therefore, we can conclude that our SofI photometry is consistent with that from 2MASS within errors. We exploited this to add 9 2MASS sources (including Pismis 24 1, Pismis 24 17, and N78 36) to our photometry list, which are saturated in at least one of the SofI bands.
To estimate the completeness limits, we examined the histograms of number of sources as a function of magnitude. This was complemented with experiments of synthetic stars added to the images. To account for the different levels of extinction in the imaged field, this has been divided into two sub-fields: a northern one (encompassing the molecular gas region, thus more extincted) and a southern one (much less extincted, containing Pismis 24). For the sake of simplicity, the two sub-fields have been separated by a line of constant declination (DEC[2000]= −34
• 11 ′ 14 ′′ , see Fig. 2 ) bordering the southern edge of the structure named "bar" (see Fig. 2 of Giannetti et al. 2012) . As expected, we found different completeness limits in the northern field, dominated by diffuse emission, and in the southern one, dominated by source crowding. We were able to retrieve ∼ 80 % of the artificial stars at K s ∼ 16.5 in the northern field, and at K s ∼ 15.8 in the southern field. We only carried out the test in the K s band, However, we estimate that the completeness limits in the other bands can be obtained by adding the following value to the K s completeness limit: 0.5 − 1 mag at H and 1 − 1.5 mag at J.
HST/WFPC2 optical data
We searched the HST archive for images of Pismis 24 suitable for photometry. We retrieved WFPC2 2 observations in the bands F547M and F814W from programme 9091 (P. I. Jeff Hester). These filters can be easily transformed to the Johnson-Cousins VI standard. Pismis 24 was observed on April 11, 2002. The images we used had an integration time of 500 s. To check the transformations to the VI standard, we also searched for WFPC2 images of clusters through the same bands with in addition VI photometry from the ground in the literature. We found observations of the open cluster NGC 6611 from the same programme (9091) meeting this requirement, carried out on August 8, 2002. As known, the WFPC2 field of view is covered by four cameras, each of which 800 × 800 pixels in size. Three of them (WFC) are arranged in an L-shaped field and operate at a pixel scale of ∼ 0.
′′ 1, the fourth one (PC) operates at a pixel scale of ∼ 0.046 ′′ . Removal of cosmic rays and photometry was performed using HSTphot v1.1 (Dolphin 2000) , a software package specifically developed for HST/WFPC2 images. Quite a few stars in the two fields (i. e., Pismis 24 and NGC 6611) were rejected because saturated. HSTphot transformed the photometry to the JohnsonCousins standard by using the relations provided by Holtzman et al. (1995) . Thus, stars without simultaneous detections in both bands were also discarded. Since the detection limit is V ∼ 25, and V−I > 4 for most of the stars, these generally have I < 21. In total, we obtained VI photometry for 158 stars in Pismis 24 and 397 stars in NGC 6611, from all four chip fields (PC and WF). The HST/WFPC2 field of view is outlined in Fig. 2 . Almost all the stars have photometric errors < 0.05 in I and < 0.1 mag in V, although a few stars with V > 24 have photometric errors in V up to ∼ 0.2 mag. We compared our results with the ground-based photometry in the same bands. Unfortunately, no ground-based photometry is available for Pismis 24 in the V band, although we could use that from Fang et al. (2012) , obtained from VIMOS observations, in the I band. However, ground-based photometry in the VI bands is available for NGC 6611, obtained from WFI (at the 2.2 m telescope of ESO) observations (Guarcello et al. 2007 ). Thus, we discovered an offset (0.28 ± 0.38 mag) between our V photometry of NGC 6611 and that from Guarcello et al. (2007) , with no apparent colour effects. Nevertheless, a clear colour effect was found on our I photometry of both clusters (after correction, the r.m.s. of the difference in I magnitudes is ∼ 0.25 mag). This is hardly surprising: Holtzman et al. (1995) caution about their transformations being accurate only in the range −0.2 < V − I < 1.2, whereas most of the sources towards Pismis 24 are well above V − I = 1. Thus, we derived a more accurate transformation for I through a linear fit. Then, we corrected our VI photometry to match the corresponding groundbased photometry.
Spitzer/IRAC data
The InfraRed Camera (IRAC, Fazio et al. 2004 ) on board the Spitzer Space Telescope, is equipped with four detectors operating at 3.6, 4.5, 5.8 and 8.0 µm, respectively. Each detector is composed of 256 × 256 pixels with a mean pixel scale of 1.
′′ 22, yielding a field of view of 5. ′ 2 × 5. ′ 2. We retrieved all Spitzer/IRAC observations towards NGC 6357 from the Spitzer archive. After a close examination of the available data, we decided to use those from Program ID 20726 (P.I. Jeff Hester). The IRAC observations were carried out in 2006, September 28, during the cryogenic mission. The high dynamic range (HDR) mode was used, meaning that two images per pointing were taken, a short exposure one (0.4 s) and a long exposure one (10.4 s). This allows one to obtain unsaturated photometry of bright sources from the short-exposure image and deeper photometry of faint sources from the long-exposure one.
Data reduction is detailed in App. A and yielded two mosaicked images (short-and long-exposure) per band, with a pixel size 0.
′′ 6×0. ′′ 6 (about half the native pixel size). We cropped each of them to a final field of view of ∼ 38 ′ × 26 ′ encompassing shell A and the three clusters in NGC 6357, fully covered at all bands. A three-colour (3.6 µm blue, 4.5 µm green, 8.0 µm red) image of the field, obtained from the final short-exposure IRAC frames, is shown in Fig. 3 .
We performed aperture photometry on the final IRAC mosaics (both long-and short-exposure) by using DAOPHOT routines in IRAF. We adopted an aperture radius of 4 pixels and a sky annulus 4 through 12 pixels from the aperture centre (i. e., 2 and 2-6 native pixels, respectively), with the median value as a background estimator. These radii were chosen as small as possible to account for the variable diffuse emission in many areas of the region. We used the corresponding aperture corrections given in Table 4 .7 of the IRAC Instrument Handbook (version 2.0.1). Short-exposure and long-exposure photometry were matched in each band, adding the brightest sources from the former to the faintest sources from the latter. The photometry is further detailed in App. B, where we also show that GLIMPSE II photometry and ours are consistent with each other, and that the detection limits are similar, although GLIMPSE II photometry is much less deep and should consequently be less sensitive. We attributed this to source crowding causing our photometry to be confusion-limited (NGC 6357 is in the Galactic plane, few degrees from the Galactic centre).
After combining long-and short-exposure photometry, there remained 65875 sources in the 3.6 µm band, 59160 in the 4.5 µm band, 47398 in the 5.8 µm band and 13763 in the 8.0 µm band. We further merged the 4 lists of objects by adopting a matching radius of 3 pixels (1.8 ′′ ). This is about equal to the FWHM of the Spitzer PSF (Fazio et al. 2004 ) at those wavelengths.
Contamination due to PAH emission (and its cleaning) is discussed in App. B. To reduce any remaining effects from arte- facts or false detections, in the following we will only consider sources detected in at least the first two bands (i. e., 3.6 and 4.5 µm), and with photometric errors < 0.3 mag. In addition, we will always discard detections with photometric errors ≥ 0.3 mag when adding other bands, unless otherwise stated. This means that multiple-band detections will be discarded if the photometric error is ≥ 0.3 in any of the bands. Nevertheless, we show in App. C that the effect on source statistics is negligible.
The photometric completeness limit is highly variable, decreasing in magnitude according to the number of bands where simultaneous detection is required, and depending on the position in the image. In addition, the long exposure images are mostly saturated over the areas of intense diffuse emission, particularly in the two upper wavelength IRAC bands (i. e., 5.8 and 8.0 µm), and only the short exposure ones were suitable for photometry there. The completeness limits are derived in App. C and listed in Table C.1. In summary, we found that sources detected in at least the first two bands should be almost complete down to 
Matching of optical, NIR, MIR and X-ray detections
We complemented the optical, NIR, and mid-infrared (MIR) observations with Chandra/ACIS-I X-ray observations from Wang et al. (2007 ′′ , with subarcsec angular resolution at the centre. Since we only use the detections in the area covered by SofI, which lies at the centre of the ACIS field of view, no significant degradation of the X-ray PSF is expected. The total integration time is ∼ 38 ksec.
First, we merged our NIR source list with that from the Xray observations by using IRAF routines and a matching radius of ∼ 1 arcsec. The optical, NIR-X and IRAC databases were then merged again with the same matching radius. We constructed a larger catalogue (without optical data) with the sources falling in the whole SofI field (see Table 1 ), and a smaller one with all the sources falling in the HST/WFPC2 field (see Table 2 ).
Out of the 665 X-ray sources and 114 X-ray tentative sources found by Wang et al. (2007) , 337 sources and 52 tentative sources fall in our SofI field. Of these, 303 sources and 33 tentative sources match a detection in at least the K s band. As for the unmatched X-ray sources, 15 (plus 2 tentative) fall towards either of the two most massive cluster members, where some SofI sources are saturated and others may well be hidden inside the high-count wings of the O stars.
Out of the 6500 K s sources in our larger catalogue, 3308 were also detected at J and H, 2322 only at H, and 1660 match a source of the IRAC catalogue. Only 88 IRAC sources do not have a match with a NIR source in the Sofi field. The smaller catalogue (HST field) contains 1140 NIR sources with at least a detection in the K s band, 36 sources only detected in the X-ray, and 11 sources only detected in VI. The optical sources with a NIR counterpart are 147 (for conciseness, by NIR counterpart we will mean a source at least detected in the K s band). Of these, 62 have also been detected in the X-ray. Finally, 29 X-ray sources have infrared counterparts but not an optical one. In the following sections we will always discard NIR detections with photometric errors > 0.3 mag in any of the bands, as done for IRAC data, unless otherwise stated.
Results
IRAC selection of Young Stellar Objects
Robust criteria to identify YSOs have become available in the literature based on IRAC colours. We first removed contaminants from our catalogue of IRAC sources by following Gutermuth et al. (2009) . As shown in App. D, the major source of contamination is PAH emission at 5.8 and 8.0 µm, which can be associated with faint 3.6 and 4.5 µm sources located in areas with strong diffuse emission. We removed these PAH contaminants from the list of all IRAC sources detected in at least the first three IRAC bands.
Then, we used the criteria of Gutermuth et al. (2009) to also remove PAH galaxies, broad-line AGNs, and unresolved knots of shock emission from the sources detected in all 4 bands. Since only shock emission can be identified based on the first three bands, (all other contaminants also requiring a measurement at 8.0 µm), extragalactic sources could not be filtered out of the sample of objects only detected in the first three bands. However, extragalactic contaminants are probably less of a problem since we are observing through the galactic plane. The very high reddening behind NGC 6357 should efficiently extinct most of the background galaxies to below our detection limits.
More critical contamination may arise due to evolved background stars (i. e., AGB stars) whose infrared colours can mimic those of YSOs (Robitaille et al. 2008) . But these, unlike YSOs, should exhibit a more homogeneous spatial distribution inside our field like any other type of background stars, although still patchy due to extinction variations.
Finally, after contaminant cleaning we identified the Class I and Class II sources following the colour criteria of Gutermuth et al. (2009) . We show in App. C and Sect. 3.2 (see also Table 3 ) that only the brightest and most massive Class II sources can be simultaneously detected in all IRAC bands, particularly in the areas with intense diffuse emission. The sample can be enlarged to include less massive young stars by requiring detections in the first three IRAC bands only, but the stellar mass corresponding to the completeness limit still remains quite high towards the areas of intense diffuse emission. Altogether, we found 50 Class I sources and 482 Class II sources out of 4560 sources with detections in all bands, and a further 14 Class I sources and 729 Class II sources out of 9114 sources with detections in the three lower-wavelength bands only. Their colours are shown in Fig. D .4. The number of YSOs classified from their colours in all four bands can be compared with those found by Fang et al. (2012) in a similar area, who used IRAC photometry in all four bands with a sensitivity comparable to that of our photometry. They retrieved 64 Class I/flat sources and 244 Class II sources. While the numbers of Class I sources found are consistent, we found twice as many Class II sources as they did. This is not only due to the different colour classification criteria adopted: by their criteria (and using their cuts in photometric errors as well), we still found 438 YSOs. It is likely that the much longer integration of our images yields more accurate measurements of faint objects allowing more sources to get through the photometric error cuts.
Spatial (large-scale) distribution of IRAC sources
The completeness limits listed in Table C .1 can be converted into mass completeness limits if distance, mean age and average extinction of the stellar population are known. We will assume that Pismis 24 is roughly representative of the stellar populations in most of the clusters of NGC 6357, which is confirmed by the results of Getman et al. (2014) and Lima et al. (2014) . Thus, we adopt a distance modulus of 11.15 mag, and an extinction A V ∼ 5.5 mag (see Sect. 1.2). Using the reddening laws of Rieke & Lebofski (1985) and Indebetouw et al. (2005) , this translates into A 3.6 ∼ 0.34, mag and A 4.5 ∼ 0.26 mag. We also assume that the IRAC 3.6 µm band measurements are consistent with Lband measurements, so that stellar masses can be derived from theoretical L values. The latter were obtained by using the PMS evolutionary tracks (1 Myr old) of Palla & Stahler (1999) and Siess et al. (2000) , complemented with the colours of Kenyon & Hartman (1995) . In the evolutionary models of Palla & Stahler (1999) , their birthline coincides with the zero age main sequence (ZAMS) for stars > ∼ 8 − 10 M ⊙ , so we also used the colours of Koornneef (1983) , and the spectral types from Habets & Heinze (1981) to convert the brightest [3.6] values into masses. The estimated mass completeness limits are listed in Table 3 .
Towards areas with intense diffuse emission (e. g., G353.2+0.9 north of Pismis 24), coinciding with local molecular clouds, both the reduced sensitivity and the higher extinction must also be taken into account. Table 3 lists mass completeness limits, as well, for A V = 10 − 20 mag. Clearly, these areas may suffer from heavy incompleteness.
Due to their infrared excess, the mass completeness limit is bound to be lower for Class II sources. One can obtain very crude estimates of this as follows. First, we assume a spectral index d log λF λ /d log λ = −1 (representative of Class II sources). Then, we derive the flux in the J band from the completeness [3.6] value and the spectral index. Since the flux in the J band is less affected by the excess, we use the J-band magnitudes obtained and the same evolutionary tracks as above to derive the corresponding stellar masses. The values Yielded are listed in Table 3 , as well. For Class I sources, estimates are much more difficult to make. As an example, the model in Whitney et al. (2003) of a Class I source with a 0.5 M ⊙ central star is always fainter than our faintest completeness limit (i. e., [3.6] = 12.25), whereas the one in Whitney et al. (2004) with M * = 0.5 M ⊙ and T * = 4000 K would be brighter unless it is seen with the disk edge-on.
To map the surface density of young stars in the whole NGC 6357 region, we counted the IRAC sources in squares 1 arcmin in size, displaced by 0.5 arcmin from each other both in right ascension and in declination (i. e., a Nyquist sampling interval). We included all sources with simultaneous detection in at least the 3.6 and 4.5 µm bands up to [3.6] = 12.25. As shown in Table 3 , this limit should allow us to retrieve most of the young stars down to 2-3 M ⊙ outside the areas of the image with intense diffuse emission (e. g., away from G353.2+0.9 and G353.1+0.6). We also tried a 2D binned kernel density estimate as done in Sect. 3.3, which gave similar results although yielding a slightly smoother distribution. In this case, the routine dpik returns 33 ′′ − 46 ′′ as optimal bandwidths, which justifies our choice of a 1-arcmin sampling size.
The area imaged is large enough to enable us to derive a meaningful average for the source surface density of background stars. The count statistics is shown as a histogram in Fig. 4 , obtained by sorting all 1-arcmin size squares. It resembles a Poisson statistics but exhibits an excess towards high counts, produced by non-random clustering. The peak is roughly fitted by a Poisson curve with mean equal to 14 stars/arcmin 2 , also shown in Fig. 4 , that we assume to be the mean surface density of field stars (∼ 14 ± 4 stars/arcmin 2 ). The surface density of IRAC sources obtained is shown in Fig. 5 . The lowest contour is equal to the mean field star den- sity (14 stars/arcmin 2 ) plus a 3σ of the fitted Poisson distribution (11 stars/arcmin 2 ), and the contour step is 3σ. The three larger clusters (Pismis 24, AH03J1725-34.4, hereafter A, and the one roughly located towards G353.2+0.7, hereafter B) stand out well above a 3σ fluctuation of the field star statistics. They are associated with the three cavities identified by Churchwell et al (2007;  see Sect. 1.1 for details), close in projection to high density gas clumps where Hii regions (G353.2+0.9, G353.1+0.6, and G353.2+0.7) are produced by ionisation from their massive members. Thus, the three clusters are situated towards the brightest parts of (or outside) the ring-like structure (i. e., in the north and east) surrounding CS 61, as evident in Fig. 3 Each cluster appears further subdivided in several subclusters at the 1 arcmin resolution scale. We provide a tentative list of their properties in Table 4 , including approximate positions based on those of the local peaks of surface density. Number of sources and size are computed with respect to the 3σ level above the average field star surface density.
We named "cores" the maxima of surface density towards the three clusters. As shown in Fig. 5 and Table 4 , both Pismis 24 and AH03J1725-34.4 stretch to the edge of the bright diffuse emission areas (where most of the molecular gas is also located).
Checking the effects of contamination, we found that by removing from the counts all sources with detections in 3 and 4 bands identified as contaminants, lower surface densities are obtained towards the areas with diffuse emission. Consequently, none of the contours in the modified map cross these regions, and subclusters Pis24 E, Pis24 N, BS, and AW almost disappear. Both contamination and decreased sensitivity make it difficult to identify clustering towards these bright areas. However, the remaining sub-clusters can still be retrieved in the modified map suggesting they are real local structures. This is further confirmed by the distribution of the YSOs, i. e., all Class I and Class II sources identified using at least the first three IRAC bands (shown in Fig. 5 , as well). In fact, Kuhn et al. (2014) , using the MYStIX database, essentially retrieved our subclusters Pis24 core (their NGC 6357 A), Pis24 S (NGC 6357 B), Acore (NGC 6357 C), AS (NGC 6357 D), and AE (NGC 6357 E). In addition, Lima et al. (2014) , using VVV NIR photometry, also noted our subcluster Pis24 W (VVV CL164), but suggested that it is a much older cluster (∼ 5 Gyr) unrelated with NGC 6357. Out of the clusters studied by Lima et al. (2014) , our Acore and AS roughly coincide with their BSD 101 and ESO 392-SC 11, respectively.
Clearly, the YSOs concentrate towards the three clusters. An underlying diffuse population of Class II sources is also visible, although this could be contaminated by background evolved stars displaying the same colours. The arc-like distributions of YSOs claimed by Fang et al. (2012) , symmetrical to the centre of the largest bubble, show up south-east of Pismis 24 (roughly overlapping both our cluster A and our cluster B) and north-west of it (four circled areas in Fig. 5 ). The Class I sources appear to avoid the largest peaks of IRAC source surface density in the area; rather they tend to be found towards the molecular clouds (compare with Fig. 5 ); for example, east of Pis24 core, north of Acore, and north of BN. The four encircled areas showing small YSO concentrations also lie towards molecular gas clumps. Only few Class I and Class II sources are found towards the Hii regions G353.2+0.9 and G353.1+0.6, but this is probably due to the incompleteness. We can therefore conclude that star formation appears to be in progress in the molecular gas associated with the clusters.
NIR stellar population of Pismis 24 and reddening law
The members of Pismis 24 can be clearly isolated in the NIR colour-colour diagrams (CCD) shown in Fig. 6a ,b of the sources found with SofI. Only sources with K s < 16 (roughly the completeness limit in the southern field, as discussed in Sect. 2.1) have been selected. We have overplotted both the main sequence locus (thick solid lines, Koornneef 1983 ) and the reddening band of the main sequence (dashed lines) according to the extinction Table 4 . Main parameters of the clusters of IRAC sources. Surface densities are calculated for a distance of 1.7 kpc.
Designation
Approx. peak position Number Mean surface Size RA (2000) DEC (2000) of sources ( c ) density b coinciding with VVV CL164 of Lima et al. (2014) , possibly a much older cluster unrelated with NGC 6357; c the estimated average field star surface density (by the surface area) has been subtracted law derived by Rieke & Lebofsky (1985) . The latter usually fits well the reddening of NIR sources whose photometry is obtained in the SofI filters (e. g., Massi et al. 2006) .
A smoothing of the datapoints (contours in Fig. 6 ) unveils two different stellar populations in the CCD. To this purpose, we computed a 2D binned kernel density estimate using the routine bkde2D from the library KernSmooth in the package R (R core team 2014). The bandwidth was estimated using the routine dpik, which is based on a direct plug-in methodology (see Wand & Jones 1995) . Two different datapoint concentrations can be distinguished along the main sequence reddening band, roughly separated by H − K s = 1 and J − H = 2. The less reddened concentration is roughly centred at A V ∼ 5 mag from the main sequence and extends up to A V ∼ 10 − 15 mag, i. e., it lies in the reddening interval of the cluster (see Sect. 1.2). The two features are easily recognised in the magnitude-colour diagrams (K s vs. H − K s , hereafter CMD) of Fig. 6c,d . The smoothed distribution using a 2D binned kernel density estimate is also shown. Here, the less reddened concentration appears as a branch extending from the massive stars Pismis 24 1 and Pismis 24 17 down to the completeness limit, displaying a larger colour spread in the northern field.
The two concentrations are clearly separated in the CCD by a sort of gap, which is more evident in the northern field. This suggests that the gap is caused by the molecular gas associated with NGC 6357 and allows one to discriminate between background stars (the more reddened concentration) and a nearby population of mostly cluster members (the less reddened concentration). The foreground extinction can be easily estimated from the distance between the ZAMS and the outer envelope of sources facing the ZAMS in Fig. 6d , ranging from A V ∼ 5.7 mag to A V ∼ 7.6 mag. This is consistent with the average reddening measured for Pismis 24 (e. g., Massey et al. 2001 , Fang et al. 2012 .
Interestingly, the more reddened datapoint concentration extends above the extincted main sequence band in the CCD. This is also evident using less deep 2MASS photometry and the extinction law of Indebetouw et al. (2005) , which is based on largescale 2MASS photometry. A possible explanation is that the extinction law in the area has a higher E(H − K s )/E(J − H) ratio than 1.72, derived by Rieke & Lebofsky (1985) . In fact, as shown in Fig. 6a ,b (thin solid lines), the steeper law found by Straizys & Laugalys (2008) , with E(H − K s )/E(J − H) = 2, would make the main sequence reddening band encompass the more reddened source concentration. This would also imply a larger fraction of sources with a NIR excess (YSOs) associated with the cluster. Given the many claims of an anomalous R V in the region (see Sect. 1.2), we have also tried the extinction laws tabulated in Fitzpatrick (1999) as a function of R V . However, our conclusion is that there is no need for an extinction law significantly steeper than that of Rieke & Lebofsky (1985) , which we conservatively adopt in this work. The shift of the redder clump is mostly due to a predominance of background giant and supergiant stars, whose locus lies slightly above that of the main sequence in the CCD, whereas main sequence stars become too faint to be detected and this somewhat depopulates the main sequence reddening band (e. g., a G0 V star would be fainter than K s = 16 for A V = 15 mag even at the distance of Pismis 24). This is confirmed by three stars which are bright enough to be saturated, despite being very reddened (A V ∼ 20 mag). They are labelled in Fig. 6 as G1, G2, and G3, among the sources whose NIR magnitudes have been taken from 2MASS. We checked that they lie far from the brightest stars of Pismis 24, two of them being at opposite sides in the images. Their reddening identifies them as background stars, and their intense brightness points towards them being giant or supergiant stars. As such, their correct location in the CCD is above the extincted main sequence band, which is more consistent with the extinction law by Rieke & Lebofsky (1985) . Figure 6c ,d also show how deep our observations are. The completeness limit K s = 16 can be converted into a mass limit by using the adopted distance modulus 11.15 mag and assuming a PMS stellar population 1 Myr old. From the evolutionary tracks of Palla & Stahler (1999) , the corresponding mass completeness limit is 0.2 M ⊙ for A V = 10 mag (appropriate for Pismis 24). We showed in Sect. 2.1 that the completeness limit in the northern field is K s = 16.5; by adopting this value we find masses of 0.4 M ⊙ for A V = 20 mag (appropriate for young stars embedded in the molecular clouds). In a scenario of sequential star formation, one may expect a population of younger stars in the molecular gas than the (triggering) cluster members, hence intrinsically brighter and less massive at the completeness limit. On the other hand, if the region were farther away then the mass at the completeness limit would be accordingly larger (e. g., at ∼ 2.56 kpc, K s = 16 and A V = 10 mag would correspond to a ∼ 0.4 M ⊙ star).
X-ray source population of Pismis 24
It has long been known that X-ray surveys are very efficient in revealing populations of weak-line T Tauri stars (or Class III sources), given that these PMS stars are much brighter in X-rays than their main sequence counterparts (see e. g., Feigelson & Montmerle 1999) . Classical T Tauri stars (or Class II sources) are also strong X-ray emitters, but these can be efficiently recognised based on their infrared excess, as well. So, the distribution of X-ray sources in star forming regions usually reflects that of PMS stars with and without a prominent circumstellar disk.
The high spatial resolution X-ray survey of NGC 6357 by Wang et al. (2007) (2007), although we retrieve many more NIR counterparts from our deeper SofI photometry. In particular, 278 (out of 303) K s counterparts (plus 25 out of 33 K s counterparts of tentative X-ray sources) were also detected in the J and H bands with photometric errors < 0.3 mag. Most datapoints populate the reddened main sequence region (which occurs for Class III source, as well), between A V ∼ 5 and 10 mag, and some extend below it, exhibiting a NIR excess. This is consistent with a population of PMS stars. We note that the reddening law of Rieke & Lebofsky (1985) fully accounts for the colours of this population, further supporting its adoption (Sect. 3.3).
To estimate the fraction of X-ray emitting sources with a NIR excess, we counted all datapoints more than 1σ (where σ is the photometric error of each source) below the line defined by the reddening path from a main sequence M8 star (according to the colours from Koornneef 1983) . Such MS stars (at the distance of the cluster) are too faint to be detected in our SofI image, so most of the objects below this line must be young stars with a colour excess. Out of the 303 X-ray emitting sources with detections in JHK s , 47 (∼ 15 %) exhibit a colour excess and can be classified as Class II sources. However, we will show in Sect. 3.7 that the fraction of NIR counterparts with a colour excess is actually higher than derived from the colour-colour diagram of Fig. 7 . Wang et al. (2007) estimate that the contamination from extragalactic sources is less than 2-4 % and that from foreground stars less than 1-2 %. We can therefore confirm that the X-ray sources from Wang et al. (2007) falling in our SofI field mostly represent a population of Class II/Class III sources belonging to the cluster.
The sensitivity of the X-ray observations can also be estimated following Wang et al. (2007) . They quote an on-axis detection limit of 3 counts (0.5 − 8 keV) and derived a corresponding absorption corrected luminosities in the 0.5 − 8 keV band log(L X /[erg s −1 ]) ∼ 30.2 at d = 2.56 kpc, which scales to log(L X /[erg s −1 ]) ∼ 29.9 at 1.7 kpc. These can be converted into stellar masses using the empirical relationship found by Preibisch & Zinnecker (2002) for a ∼ 1 Myr old PMS star population, obtaining M ∼ 0.7M ⊙ (at 1.7 kpc). We note that from the best fit of Flaccomio et al. (2012) to CTTSs we obtained similar results. This is what one can expect in the southern field. To assess the effects of reddening in the northern field, we repeated their calculations using PIMMS 3 , but assuming an extinction A V = 20 mag. In this case, we obtained log(
The completeness of the NIR counterparts of the X-ray sources has been estimated in App. E to be at K s ∼ 13 in the southern field. Assuming a distance of 1.7 kpc and adopting the evolutionary tracks of Palla & Stahler (1999) for 1 Myr old PMS stars, this corresponds to a mass completeness limit of ∼ 2M ⊙ for A V between 5-10 mag, which is consistent with what was found by Wang et al. (2007) .
Spatial distribution of young stars and YSOs towards Pismis 24
To derive the surface density of NIR sources from the SofI data towards Pismis 24 and G353.2+0.9, we followed the same method as in Sect. 3.2. We used squares of side ∼ 29 ′′ (100 pix-els), i. e., half the size of the squares used for the IRAC sources, and counted sources up to K s = 16 over the whole K s image. To estimate the average surface density of field stars, we constructed the histograms of number of squares as a function of counts per square separately for the northern and the southern fields. In both cases, we obtained quasi-Possonian distributions with an excess frequency of high counts. There is actually a slightly higher frequency of lower counts, as well, particularly in the northern field, which is probably caused by varying extinction. The average field star surface density was estimated from the peaks of the distributions and is ∼ 180 stars arcmin −2 in the southern field, and ∼ 80 stars arcmin −2 in the northern one. The standard deviation in the southern field is ∼ 30 stars arcmin −2 . In Fig. 8 , a contour map of the surface density of NIR sources is overlaid on the K s image, starting from 240 stars arcmin −2 (i. e., the average of field stars plus 2σ, using the values found in the southern field). Clearly, we retrieve the Pis24 core found from the IRAC data and discussed in Sect. 3.2, although it appears slightly smaller in K s . This is not unexpected, given that the IRAC field is much larger and hence allows a better determination of the average surface density of field stars. Conversely, even the outer parts of the SofI field do probably include cluster members and all bins are therefore biased. However, this will mostly affect the statistics of cluster members rather than the peak locations. Heavy reddening could distort the surface density of NIR sources, as well. This may well occur north of the bar (i. e., in the northern field) where most of the associated molecular gas is distributed (Massi et al. 1997 , Giannetti et al. 2012 ), but the southern field is expected to be much less affected and the most prominent surface density peaks are expected to outline real structures there.
The core of Pismis 24 appears elongated in a NE-SW direction, with three smaller sub-clusters: a central one (core C) including the massive stars Pismis 24 1 and Pismis 24 17 (although they are a bit off-centre, there is a local peak of density towards Pismis 24 1, not shown in the figure), a small compact concentration of stars between core C and the elephant trunk (core NE), and the highest peak of surface density, which lies in the southwest (core SW). Lima et al. (2014) suggest that core NE (their VVV CL 164) is a sub-cluster of Pismis 24, as well. They also indicate a further sub-cluster (their VVV CL 166), roughly located towards one of the regions in our image with counts 2σ above the average field star density.
The sources with a NIR excess are marked by small circles in Fig. 8 . These have been selected as all sources with K s < 16 lying in the colour-colour diagram on the right of the reddening line passing through the colours of main sequence late M stars (roughly coincident with the lowest of the pair of lines drawn in Fig. 6a ,b as dashed lines). These NIR-excess objects are distributed all over the field, but their number decreases in the northern field and they tend to concentrate towards both the Pis24 core and the Hii region. Background AGB stars can mimic the colours of YSOs and may then contaminate the field (Robitaille et al. 2008 ), but they are not expected to exhibit strong clustering, although they would as well tend to avoid the heavily extincted areas. Most of the sources with a NIR excess then represent real YSOs.
We estimated the number of cluster members in the core by counting the sources (up to K s = 16) within the contour corresponding to 240 stars arcmin −2 . We subdivided this area in three parts roughly coinciding with the sub-clusters. The results are listed in Table 5 . The average density of field stars has been subtracted and the errors given are obtained by just propagating the Poissonian ones. The total number of members is larger than that found by counting IRAC sources (see Table 4 ). Although this is obvious, due to the differences in the mass completeness limits and resolutions between the two datasets, we would have expected to retrieve much more core members from the K s image. This will be discussed in Sect. 4.2.
More specifically, various samples of different indicators can be used to derive the spatial distribution of YSOs in Pismis 24. In fact, given the nature of the region and the many connected effects already discussed, and the different completeness limits in the various bands, different indicators trace different types of sources with inhomogeneous results. For example, as discussed in Sect. 3.4, X-ray sources trace T Tauri stars, whereas in principle, we can use the IRAC colours to discriminate Class I and Class II sources following Gutermuth et al. (2009) .
NIR photometry can be used to identify stars with colour excess typical of circumstellar disks. For this purpose we used the criterion discussed in Sect. 3.4, based on the J − H vs. H − K s diagram. Our SofI photometry is much deeper than the IRAC one, but it has been known that stars with circumstellar disks may not exhibit a colour excess in JHK s CCDs (Haisch et al. 2001 ) and a fraction of YSOs is likely to be missed. To make the most out of NIR and IRAC photometry, we combined the NIR fluxes with that in the IRAC 4.5 µm band. The first two IRAC bands are the most sensitive of the four and are much less affected by problems of saturation than the two longer wavelength bands. We adopted the criteria of Winston et al. (2007) We checked that the YSOs identified either through IRAC colours alone or through combined IRAC-JHK s colours fall in the expected regions of a J − H vs. H − K s diagram, i. e., either in the band of the reddened main sequence or to the right of it. As a whole, we identified in the SofI field: 5 Class I sources and 99 Class II sources (from IRAC colours only), 514 sources with a JH(HK s )[4.5] excess, and 390 sources with a JHK s excess.
The completeness degree of each of the four indicator samples obtained is assessed in App. E. We show not only that it is different in the southern and northern fields, as expected, but that it is also very different depending on the chosen indicator. This might bias any conclusion if not taken into account properly. All things considered, X-ray sources seems to be the less biased tracer of YSOs, displaying a fair trade-off between sensitivity and background contamination.
The different properties of the four indicator samples used can be demonstrated by plotting their HK s counterparts in a K s vs. H − K s diagram (Fig. 9) . The first thing to note is that some sources spread to redder colours in the northern field. Then, we note that the various samples exhibit different sensitivity limits at K s . In particular, the IRAC photometry misses a large fraction of sources, especially the fainter ones. On the other hand, the SofI photometry yields the largest number of faint sources, but misses a fraction of the reddest sources compared to the combined JH(HK s )[4.5] selection, due to the extinction affecting the J band. Most of the X-ray selected sources have H − K s < ∼ 1, whereas both JHK s -and JH(HK s )[4.5]-selected YSOs spread to H − K s > 1. We note that 100 out of the 303 X-ray sources with a JHK s counterpart in the SofI field (see Sect. 2.4) exhibit an excess in the JH(HK s )[4.5] CCDs, whereas we only retrieved 47 X-ray emitting sources with a NIR excess through the JHK s CCD.
By comparing VI and JHK s photometry as well (see Sect. 3.7), one finds that the number of X-ray sources displaying a NIR excess must be higher than that. By plotting the position of the JH(HK s )[4.5]-selected YSOs with H − K s > 1.2 (i. e., (global) 290 ± 24 a the average field star surface density of ∼ 180 stars/arcmin 2 has been subtracted. b the global number is derived inside the 2σ contour from the background, whereas a higher contour is used for the sub-clusters.
the colours of the background group of sources in the CCDs diagrams of Fig. 6 ) one also finds they are anti-correlated both with the cluster and the Hii region, confirming they are mostly background evolved stars with a NIR excess.
In Fig. 10 we plot the spatial distribution of the K s counterparts of the YSOs identified through the four indicators discussed above. To avoid biases due to the different sensitivity limits and completeness levels, only sources with K s ≤ 13.5 are plotted, so that all groups of objects are as homogeneously complete as possible (see App. E and Fig. 9 ). A sample selection based on K s is prone to contamination from sources with an infrared excess, so using a band where excess emission is fainter, such as J, would be more suitable. Unfortunately, J would miss a significant fraction of YSOs. IRAC-selected Class I and Class II sources are mostly distributed in the southern field, avoiding the more extincted and brighter areas due to the sensitivity problem, unlike sources with a NIR excess in at least one of the JHK s and JH(HK s )[4.5] colours. More YSOs are retrieved when adding the IRAC 4.5 µm band to the SofI JHK s bands, as expected. Many more sources with a NIR excess are detected in the northern field compared to IRAC-selected YSOs, particularly towards the Hii region. Generally, these spread all over the SofI field, although they tend to concentrate south of the Pis24 core. A slight increase in source surface density occurs towards the core. On the other hand, X-ray sources show clear and distinct surface density increases towards core NE, core SW, core C and the Hii region. Core C appears to be further composed of two parts aligned south-east to north-west.
K s Luminosity Function of Pismis 24
K luminosity functions (KLFs) are valuable tools in constraining the IMF of young star clusters (Lada & Lada 2003 , and references therein). Our SofI field is large enough to contain most of the cluster core members, so in principle it allows us to construct a KLF representative of the cluster. Unfortunately, nearby control field images are not available to correct for field star contamination as usually done. It would even be difficult to find a suitable field, given that we are nearly looking towards the Galaxy centre. Hence, we must resort to an alternative method in order to minimise contamination from field stars. This means using either colour intervals or the NIR counterparts of the X-ray sources to select the cluster population.
We followed Massi et al. (2006) to produce a dereddened KLF from sources with detections in the H and K s bands. Each datapoint is shifted along the reverse reddening direction in the (H − K s , K s ) space to a locus representative of the magnitudes and colours of young unextincted PMS stars. We adopted the locus they proposed without NIR excess correction (hereafter the pseudo-sequence) and shifted it to account for a distance of 1.7 kpc. We have also modified the upper part of the locus by adding one more segment (essentially a vertical line with H − K s = −0.05 coinciding with the ZAMS; Koornneef 1983) to account for the most massive cluster members. Given that the cluster age is rather well constrained to < ∼ 3 Myr (see Sect. 3.7) the method is particularly suited to obtain a reliable dereddened cluster KLF (as shown by Massi et al. 2006) .
A few different selection criteria can be chosen to identify the cluster members. We showed in Sect. 3.3 that H − K s < ∼ 1 and J − H < ∼ 2 enclose the cluster population in the NIR CCDs of Pismis 24. Alternatively, one can use the pseudo-sequence as a reference and pick all the sources inside a well-defined extinction interval. In principle one could choose the extinction range found in the visible, 3.2 < A V < 7.8 (Fang et al. 2012 ). However, Fig. 6c,d suggests that the cluster population may span a wider range in A V . Therefore, we will use the NIR counterparts of the X-ray sources to refine the extinction cuts.
Nevertheless, the reddening interval 3.2 < A V < 7.8 sets up an extinction-limited sample whose contamination from field stars is expected to be negligible, and we used it to perform a few statistical tests. In Fig. 11 we show four dereddened KLFs obtained by changing the most critical parameters (sampling field sub-region, distance, extinction interval). A simple χ 2 test confirms the visual impression from Fig. 11 that the KLFs obtained are not statistically different if sources are selected from the whole SofI field or the southern field only, and proves that the dereddened KLFs do not change if the selected sources are further required to also have a valid J detection. By fitting a linear relation to the logarithmic KLFs between K s = 6.5 and K s = 13, one obtains a slope of 0.21 ± 0.05 (χ 2 = 1.25), if the sources are picked from the southern field only, and 0.20 ± 0.09 (χ 2 = 0.80), if a pseudo-sequence shifted to 2.56 kpc is used. Thus, even a large systematic error in distance do not change the shape of the KLF. Finally, the χ 2 test indicates only a marginal difference between the KLFs obtained from sources in the 3.2 < A V < 7.8 and that obtained from sources in the A V > 7.8 mag extinction range; i. e., the effect of contamination of the KLF by field stars cannot be derived in a clear-cut, statistical way.
A rough estimate of the completeness limit for the KLF is (dereddened magnitude) K s = 15. This can be derived from the K s vs. H − K s diagram as the dereddened magnitude of the point of intersection of the completeness limit locus (dashed line in Fig. 6c,d ) with a pseudo-sequence extincted by a value equal to the upper limit in the sampling A V range. It can be seen in Fig. 11 that the limiting magnitude obtained lies roughly 1-2 mag below the KLF peak.
The most critical issue in selecting a representative sample of cluster members by using a reddening interval is finding a suitable upper limit that allows including most of the population with only small contamination. As discussed in Sect. 3.4, the Xray sources are mostly cluster members and their NIR counterparts can be used to construct a KLF completely independent of . The arrow in a shows a reddening of A V = 20 mag according to Rieke & Lebofsky (1985) . Spectral types are labelled on the ZAMS. (A colour version of this figure is available in the on-line edition.) any assumption of a reddening interval. A comparison between the dereddened X-ray counterpart KLF and that from sources with 3.2 < A V < 7.8 is shown in Fig. 12 (pseudo-sequence at 1.7 kpc, data from the whole field). They are clearly different and a χ 2 test on the segment from K s 6.5 to to 11.5 yields a significance level of 0.35, confirming they are only marginally consistent with each other. On the other hand, Fig. 12 shows that the dereddened KLF obtained from sources in the wider range 3.2 < A V < 15 looks more consistent with that from X-ray counterparts, which is confirmed by a χ 2 test on the rising part of the distributions. The stars in the extinction range 3.2 < A V < 15 from the pseudo-sequence fall inside the less extincted datapoint concentration in the CCDs of Figs. 6a,b that mostly features cluster members. Thus, they make up a natural extension of the sample of X-ray counterparts, picking sources down to a fainter completeness limit in K s .
As a final remark, we caution against the effects of the NIR excess of a fraction of cluster members. The selected extinction interval does not account for the NIR excess exhibited by a number of YSO. These YSOs are both brighter in K s and look as if they were more extincted than their central stars actually are, hence they look more massive than they are. As discussed by Massi et al. (2006) , this will result in a steeper KLF.
Age of Pismis 24 and masses of stars from the optical HST data
Following Massi et al. (2006) , if the age and star formation history of Pismis 24 are known then its KLF can be converted into an IMF. So far, the age of Pismis 24 has been estimated in two ways: from the age of the most massive stars and from the age of the intermediate to low-mass stars. Massey et al. (2001) compared the most massive cluster stars with isochrones in a Hertzsprung-Russell diagram finding a median age of 1.7 Myr and a very likely coevality. A similar exercise was done by Fang et al. (2012) , who found that the age of the 6 most massive stars is between 1-2.7 Myr if they are assumed to be coeval. On the other hand, Fang et al. (2012) obtained optical spectra and RI photometry for 151 stars with an X-ray counterpart, deriving their spectral type and extinction. As expected, once dereddened these stars spread out well above the ZAMS locus in an R vs. We used our VI photometry from the HST/WFPC2 images to check the age derived by the other authors. The results are shown in the V vs. V − I diagram of Fig. 13a , along with the ZAMS locus and isochrones for PMS stars 1, 3, and 10 Myr old (for a reddening A V = 5.5 mag and a distance of 1.7 kpc). For the ZAMS, we have adopted V − I colours from Ducati et al. (2001) for B stars (transformed to the Johnson-Cousins standard), and from Bessel (1979 Bessel ( , 1991 for later than B stars. We note that V − I colours from Ducati et al. (2001) and Bessel (1979) show a discrepancy of ∼ 0.1 mag for B7 stars, although they are in good agreement for A0 stars. The PMS sequence of the cluster is easily identified above the ZAMS, and the stars fall in the age interval 1-10 Myr with an average of about 3 Myr. The 11 optical sources without a NIR counterpart (and an X-ray detection, either) mostly lie to the left of the ZAMS, as expected for field stars.
To further investigate the age dispersion, we show in Fig. 13b the K s vs. H − K s diagram for the NIR counterparts of the optical stars, along with the isochrones for PMS stars 1 and 3 Myr old (same reddening and distance as above). The NIR counterparts of the PMS stars with X-ray emission are shown as full triangles. By comparing the data with the isochrones, the PMS stars appear more massive in the NIR than at optical wavelengths. This discrepancy already appears if one compares the masses found by Fang et al. (2012) and by Wang et al. (2007) . The latter authors found more massive counterparts for the X-ray sources from 2MASS NIR data. We tried estimating the PMS star extinction by shifting their datapoints along the reddening vector to the 1 and 3 Myr loci in the K s vs. H − K s diagram. When turned into optical extinction, this causes the stars to move to Fig. 13a , to the left of the ZAMS. Although a photometric error of 0.1 mag in the NIR would result in an error of ∼ 1 mag in A V , the shift is much larger for most of the objects. This is evidence that the dispersion in the magnitude-colour diagram of Fig. 13b is due not only to differential extinction, but also to an infrared excess. Although only part of the stars exhibit an excess in the J − H vs. H − K s diagram (i. e., lie below the reddening band of the MS; see Fig. 13c ), a comparison between the NIR sources with X-ray counterparts and the locus of Classical T-Tauri Stars (Meyer et al. 1997) , also drawn in Fig. 13c , confirms that their spread in the CCD is strongly affected by NIR excess emission. Figure 13c also shows that the steepest of the extinction laws we considered, that of Straizys & Laugalys (2008) , would only marginally increase the fraction of sources with a NIR excess.
The issue can be better tackled by adding the IRAC 4.5 µm measurements to JHK s , using the criteria of Winston et al. (2007) to discriminate sources with a NIR excess, as done in Sect. 3.5. We found 49 HST stars with a detection in the 4.5 µm band, only 5 of which lie to the left of the ZAMS in Fig. 13a . A statistics of the detection of the optical sources in infrared bands and X-ray is shown in Table 6 . The stars on the left of the optical ZAMS are referred to as field stars, whereas those on the ZAMS or to the right of it are referred to as cluster members. Clearly, 50 % of the HST cluster members with V < 23 were detected at 4.5 µm, whereas this fraction drops to 32 % for V ≥ 23. This is obviously a signature of incompleteness in the IRAC bands; in fact, Table 3 lists mass completeness limits in the 3.6 and 4.5 µm bands of 2M ⊙ for naked PMS stars and ∼ 1M ⊙ for Class II sources. Out of the 44 HST cluster members with detection at 4.5 µm, 70 % exhibit a NIR excess, a fraction increasing to 87 % if considering only those with V ≥ 23. Hence, at least 27 % of all the optically detected cluster members exhibit a NIR excess. Since PMS star emission is hardly affected by disk emission in the optical bands, the sample of HST cluster members is not biased towards stars with excess emission in the NIR, although limited by extinction. Therefore, this fraction may well be a lower limit for the fraction of cluster members as a whole with a circumstellar disk.
Figures 13b,c suggest that a large fraction of JHK s sources with X-ray detection must also exhibit a strong NIR excess (having ruled out heavy extinction). In fact, 59 % of the HST cluster members with a detection in the 4.5 µm band also have an Xray counterpart. Of these, 17 (65 %) exhibit a NIR excess. Thus, a large number of cluster members must be associated with a circumstellar disk and are therefore quite young; the mass mismatch between optical and NIR CMDs would even increase by assuming an age of 10 Myr. Therefore, we think that the cluster age can be constrained to 1-3 Myr and the age dispersion shown in the V vs. V −I diagram is not real. No clear age patterns can be noticed by selecting stars falling in limited areas of the field, although those near the massive stars show a tendency to lie close the 3 Myr isochrone (however with a number of objects quite small). The nature of the optical cluster members undetected in Xray can be deduced from Fig. 13a . At the high mass end, X-ray emitting sources are more numerous than at the low mass end. The X-ray activity in PMS stars is known to be variable (see e. g., Flaccomio et al. 2012) , so a fraction of low-mass stars in a phase of increased X-ray activity were detected. This clarifies why Fang et al. (2012) found RI counterparts of X-ray sources down to < 0.4 M ⊙ , whereas the estimated mass detection limit in X-ray is higher (> 0.7 M ⊙ ; see Sect. 3.4). The optical cluster members undetected in X-ray are therefore lower-mass stars in a phase of lower X-ray activity.
Unlike intermediate to low-mass stars, the cluster massive members are Main Sequence (MS) stars. For MS isochrones the time is measured starting from the ZAMS, while PMS tracks use different zero-age reference isochrones; e. g. Palla & Stahler (1999) adopted their birthline. Classical PMS evolutionary tracks usually start from the Hayashi tracks rather than the birthline. Tognelli et al. (2011) followed this approach and showed that their tracks intersect the birthline before 1 Myr for almost all stellar masses. In particular, for M < 1.5 M ⊙ this happens before 0.5 Myr.
Birthlines, like that of Palla & Stahler (1999) , necessarily join the ZAMS for stellar masses somewhere around 10 M ⊙ , hence cannot be used as a zero-age isochrone for massive stars. So the results obtained from massive (MS) and intermediate to low-mass (PMS) stars simply suggest that most of the massive stars were already on the ZAMS when most of the intermediate and low-mass stars were still emerging from the birthline or were still contracting along a PMS track, within ∼ 1 Myr from each other.
The Initial Mass Function of Pismis 24
To convert dereddened K s magnitudes in masses, we used the PMS evolutionary tracks computed by Palla & Stahler (1999) , as in Massi et al. (2006) . Since the relationship between K s and stellar mass depends on age, we used isochrones for 2 different ages, 1 and 3 Myr respectively. As shown in the previous section, these encompass the range of mean ages derived for the cluster. At these ages, Palla & Stahler (1999) predict that intermediate mass stars are already on the ZAMS, so the isochrones have been complemented with a ZAMS model, as explained in Massi et al. (2006) . We have further extended the ZAMS relationship up to O3-4 V stars by assuming these to have the same V − K colour as O6-9 V stars (given by Koornneef 1983) . This should yield a good approximation for the mass of the OB members even though they have already departed from the ZAMS, also considering that the masses of early O stars (the most evolved ones) are highly uncertain (see Weidner & Vink 2010) .
In addition, to test the effects on the IMF of adopting different models for massive stars to convert brightness into mass, we also used the synthetic tracks of Lejeune & Schaerer (2001) for main sequence stars from 0.8 to 100 M ⊙ , in particular the ones for solar metallicity (Z = 0.02), age 1 Myr and increased mass loss from high-mass stars. The K s magnitudes of OB stars were, therefore, converted into initial rather than current masses. These tracks also allowed us to test the effect of using a MS K s -mass relationship for all stellar masses, as opposed to our adopted mixed MS-PMS isochrones.
Finally, we note that a small range of intermediate masses is necessarily degenerate when using the PMS tracks of Palla & Stahler (1999) , given that ZAMS stars and PMS stars of different masses overlap and exhibit the same K s brightness in that range (lying around a value of a few solar masses). Thus, we cannot perform any mass conversion in that limited range and this explains the gaps in Fig. 14 .
We show in Fig. 14 a set of IMFs obtained by sampling the whole SofI field in the reddening interval 3.2 < A V < 15 with respect to the pseudo-sequence. Given that we use 2MASS magnitudes for the brightest stars (saturated in our SofI images), massive binary stars (such as Pismis 24 1; see Maíz Apellániz et al. 2007) are not resolved. Thus the IMFs obtained are primary star IMFs. On the other hand, this allows us to make a direct comparison with most of the IMFs of clusters found in the literature, which are usually primary star IMFs, as well. We also show an IMF derived by assuming a distance of 2.56 kpc, which allows us to assess the effect on the IMF of a systematic error on distance.
All IMFs obtained using PMS tracks for low-mass stars exhibit a change of slope around M = 2.5 M ⊙ . This flattening does not depend on the sampling reddening interval, since it is also displayed by the IMFs derived from the KLFs of sources in the reddening interval 3.2 < A V < 7.8. We fitted the logarithm of the IMF from the PMS plus ZAMS tracks with two-segment functions; the slope of each one directly yields Γ (where dN/dlog M ∼ Γ; i. e., for a Salpeter IMF, Γ = −1.3) in the fitting range. The brightest star (Pismis 24 1) is always omitted from the fits to the M > 2.5 M ⊙ part of the IMF, to avoid any biases due to its overestimated mass (for comparison, Maíz Apellániz et al. 2007 found 97 M ⊙ , which in turn is an upper limit because of the double nature of this star). Adding this point results in a slightly flatter IMF with ∆Γ within 0.1 − 0.2 in all cases, which is inside the errors.
We list the results of our two-segment fits to the IMFs in Table 7 , along with the fitting mass range and the reduced χ 2 . It has been shown (see, e. g., Maschberger & Kroupa 2009 ) that fitting straight lines to a histogram with bins of constant width leads to a biased result. Thus we also derived Γ for the high-mass end of the IMF by adapting the modified Maximum Likelihood estimator proposed by Maschberger & Kroupa (2009) , along with their estimator for the upper limit of a truncated power law, in the hypothesis that the actual IMF is a power-law truncated at high masses. These result are also listed in Table 7 and, again, we do not include the brightest star in the computations. Its inclusion does not change significantly the obtained Γ, but of course it leads to an increase in the upper mass limit, by a factor ∼ 2. To show how the choice of the KLF affects the results, Table 7 Rieke & Lebofsky (1985) . Also shown as full lines, the reddening paths according to the extinction law derived by Straizys & Laugalys (2008) . The dot-dashed line marks the locus of Classical T-Tauri Stars (Meyer et al. 1997) . (A colour version of this figure is available in the on-line edition.) also lists fits to the dereddened KLF from stars selected in the reddening interval 3.2 < A V < 7.8.
A larger distance than that we have adopted yields higher stellar masses but does not affect Γ significantly. For masses < ∼ 2 M ⊙ the IMF flattens, except when using only MS tracks to convert brightness into mass. The flatter segment of the IMF extends beyond the completeness limit. In any case, by adopting the KLF of sources sampled in the range 3.2 < A V < 7.8, the completeness magnitude can be increased by ∼ 1 mag, thus decreasing the corresponding mass value. The IMFs associated show a similar flattening, so there is no doubt that this is real, since this more conservative KLF is still expected to provide a representative sample of low-mass members.
To conclude, the cluster IMF appears to be scarcely affected by the choice of age and distance, the most significant changes being due to the choice of the underlying KLF and of the evolutionary tracks. Table 7 shows that by increasing the upper limit of the extinction range to select the cluster members from A V = 7.8 mag to A V = 15 mag one obtains a steeper IMF at the high mass end. Although using the MS tracks of Lejeune & Schaerer (2001) to convert K s magnitudes into masses is a useful exercise, it is not appropriate for the low-mass cluster members since, as demonstrated in this work, they are mostly PMS stars. Its most notable effect is then on the MS high-mass part of the IMF, where nevertheless it only produces a slightly flatter distribution. This also allows one to assess the effect of an age spread, rather than a single burst of star formation, on the IMF: including a fraction of older PMS stars results in steepening the lowmass end of the IMF. On the other hand, the inclusion of cluster members with a NIR excess is likely to have steepened the IMF as a whole and, probably, also to have shifted the turning point towards a higher mass. Since stars with a NIR excess shift redwards in the K s vs. H − K s diagram, lowering the upper end of the reddening interval to A V = 7.8 mag should result in filtering out a large fraction of these objects. Thus, as a rule of thumb the actual slope of the high mass end of the IMF should be bracketed by the values derived for the two extinction ranges we have considered. (Maschberger & Kroupa 2009 ). c the upper limit is the mass of the actual second most massive stars, whereas for Γ 1 the midpoint of the bin containing the second most massive star is used.
Our data point to a Salpeter-like IMF, truncated to an upper mass limit of 50-100 M ⊙ . A flattening occurs at the low mass end, with a turning point somewhere between 1-3 M ⊙ . If taken at face value, this flattening is consistent with the IMF prescribed by Scalo (1998) , and the field star IMF of Kroupa et al. (1993) . It is also consistent with the IMF of young clusters given by Chabrier (2003) , although our data are unsuitable to investigate the log-normal part of this distribution.
Discussion
Star formation on the smaller scale: substructures in Pismis 24
Our NIR images allow us to study in more depth the core of Pismis 24. The SofI field of view covers an area containing what we have called, in Table 4 , Pis24 core, Pis24N, and Pis24E, whereas Pis24W and Pis24S lie outside. Star N78 36 is visible in the northern part of the images along with the small associated cavity (more evident in the IRAC three-colour image of Fig. 2 ). However, only Pis24 core stands out in the contour map of K s source surface density (Fig. 8) . Apart from some doubts on Pis24N, both Pis24N and Pis24E are anyway characterised by a much lower surface density of IRAC sources than Pis24 core. Thus, they probably cannot be separated statistically from the background star counts in the smaller SofI field. If so, the value adopted for the surface density of field stars is overestimated and, consequently, the number of NIR sources associated with the cluster is underestimated. This is confirmed by the radial profile derived by Lima et al. (2014) for Pismis 24, which has a radius of ∼ 3 ′ . One critical issue is whether the multiple density peaks of the core (see Fig. 8 and Table 5 ) represent real substructures or are rather the effect of variable extinction. Although the bulk of molecular gas lies in the SofI northern field, a few molecular clumps have been found projected towards the core (e. g., CO clumps E, F, and G of Massi et al. 1997 , and CS clump D3 of Giannetti et al. 2012 ). However, some of these clumps appear red-shifted and those authors suggest that this is because these may lie in the rear part of the complex, accelerated away by rocket effect. In addition, the multiple density peaks are also clearly visible in the long exposure SPITZER images at 3.6 and 4.5 µm, where extinction is much lower than in the K s band (e. g., compare the SofI and IRAC images in Fig. 2 ). They are also well outlined by X-ray sources in Fig. 10 . Thus, the subclustering of the core of Pismis 24 is probably real. Sub-cluster core NE (Fig. 8) lies between the elephant trunk and the massive stars, and all these structures are roughly aligned along the elephant trunk axis. Figure 10 highlights a large number of YSOs towards the Hii region, as well.
Whether this source distribution is the result of sequential star formation started by the massive stars in core C, with the youngest generation being the closest to the molecular gas, should be proven by demonstrating a corresponding age sequence. However, no clear trends are obvious from the HST photometry (see Sect. 3.7). Alternatively, the fraction of cluster members with a circumstellar disk is believed to be an indicator of the cluster age (Haisch et al. 2001 ). This fraction is derived by counting the number of members exhibiting a NIR excess. As already noted, not all the stars with a circumstellar disk exhibit a colour excess in a J − H vs. H − K s diagram, so some data in at least one longer wavelength band are needed. We used our NIR-IRAC combined photometry (JHK s [3.6][4.5] ) and determined the number of NIR sources up to K s = 13.5 which exhibit a NIR excess either in JHK s or in JH(HK s )[4.5] (or both). The upper limit in K s was chosen to minimise incompleteness effects, following the results of App. E. Furthermore, we ruled out all sources with J − H > 2 in order to keep background giants out.
We counted the NIR sources distributed in five different areas: a rectangular one (∼ 0.74×0.31 pc 2 ) including the Hii region (G353.2+0.9), and four circular ones. Two of the circles coincide with sub-clusters core NE (radius ∼ 0.11 pc) and core SW (radius ∼ 0.14 pc), respectively (see Fig. 8 ), whereas sub-cluster core C has been further subdivided in two parts, one centred on the massive stars (SE, radius ∼ 0.21 pc), the other including the north-western tip (NW, radius ∼ 0.16 pc). The results are listed in Table 8 .
The small number of IRAC-selected Class II sources in Table 8 obviously reflects the lower sensitivity of this photometry (see Sect. 3.5), given that K s = 13.5 samples mostly intermediate-mass stars and only the brightest of the lower-mass Class II sources. The fraction of sources with a circumstellar disk that we find is always larger than the 27 % obtained in Sect. 3.7, which is plausible (taking into account that 27 % may be a lower limit). The results do not depend much on the source selection criteria. In fact we obtained only slightly smaller values by either including sources up to K s = 15.5 or adding the further criterion 0.2 ≤ H − K s ≤ 1. Therefore, the fraction obtained should not be affected significantly by lower mass stars whose brightness raises them above the adopted K s = 13.5 limit due to their NIR excess. In conclusion, the fractions of star-disk systems in the five areas are consistent with each other within the errors and point to a global value between 0.3-0.6, which would imply ages between 2-4 Myr (Haisch et al. 2001) , consistent with the inferred age of Pismis 24.
If the derived fractions were taken at face value, the area towards the Hii region would be younger than sub-cluster core C SE, which harbours the most massive stars in Pismis 24. Subcluster core C SE in turn would appear younger than the surrounding areas. However, a few sources of bias, as well, must be considered. The most massive stars, towards core C SE, are saturated in the SofI image and a few close-by fainter NIR sources could not be measured (we remind the reader, e. g., of the 15 Xray sources without a NIR counterpart located close to the two most massive stars). On the other hand, the extinction gets higher towards the Hii region and the sampling of 4.5 µm sources gets worse.
The fraction of disk-star systems listed in Table 8 is consistent with those derived by Fang et al. (2012) . However, we do not find evidence of a significant decrease towards the two most massive stars as they do. As we have shown, the computation has to accurately take into account the issues of completeness and contamination in the different bands.
More insight into the differences between sub-cluster populations can be gained by examining in detail all the sub-regions. This is done in App. F along with a discussion on a few individual objects. O-type stars are only contained in the south-eastern part of sub-cluster core C (except possibly one in core SW), whereas the most massive stars in the other sub-clusters are at most early B stars. Thus, there are no intense ionising sources inside the Hii region, as instead was suggested by Felli et al. (1990) , who misplaced two NIR sources (see App. F). This conclusively rules out the scenario proposed by those authors, where the ionisation of the Hii region was due to embedded sources lying in the ionised gas. The extended cluster halo underlying the sub-clusters may be composed of low-mass stars drifting out of the core. For typical dispersion velocities of ∼ 2 km s −1 , one in fact expects to find stars up to ∼ 4 ′ from the core of Pismis 24 in ∼ 1 Myr.
Assuming that the sub-clustered structure is real, one might ask whether this can reflect inhomogeneities that were already present in the parental molecular cloud. Parker & Meyer (2012) performed numerical simulations of clusters of 1000 members, showing that sub-structured distributions with a radius of 1 pc collapse to a central concentration after 1 Myr if they are initially subvirial (i. e., with a virial ratio T/|V| < 1). However, they remain sub-structured even after 5 Myr if they are originally supervirial (i. e., with a virial ratio T/|V| > 1), as expected in case of fast gas removal. Since these supervirial clusters expand quickly, the presence of substructures within ∼ 1 pc in the Pis24 core is consistent with a scenario in which a young (< 5 Myr) stellar population formed in different nearby gas clumps, quickly dispersed by the ionising photons from the most massive stars. These clumps should have had sizes of the order of few 0.1 pc.
Star formation on the smaller scale: stellar population of Pismis 24
Although the massive members of Pismis 24 are main sequence stars, its low-mass members are PMS stars. This is typical of very young (∼ 1 Myr) clusters; for example the Orion Nebula Cluster (Hillenbrand 1997) , the centre of NGC 3603 (Stolte et al. 2004) , or NGC 602 (Gouliermis et al. 2012) . Whether O-type stars are the last stars to form in a cluster is still an open issue (Tan et al. 2014 ). This point of view is not at odds with the PMS nature of the lower-mass stars, provided that the growth of massive stars towards the ZAMS is very fast and takes only a small fraction of the cluster age. Russeil et al. (2012) estimated that the starless and protostellar phases in the development of massive stars in NGC 6334-NGC 6357 have statistical lifetimes of ∼ 0.01 Myr and 0.1 Myr, respectively. If so, high-mass stars can form, grow and start their main-sequence phase while alreadyformed low-mass stars are still contracting towards the ZAMS. As for the stellar content of Pismis 24, our derived IMF includes 11 (if 3.2 < A V < 7.8) to 22 (if 3.2 < A V < 15) stars with M > 14 − 15 M ⊙ (i. e., early B to early O stars), irrespective of the adopted age or evolutionary tracks. Massey et al. (2001) list 8 earlier than O9 stars in the cluster. Wang et al. (2007) review the total number of massive stars quoted in the literature and list 17 known earlier than B0 stars plus 13 candidate O stars based on their X-ray luminosity. Of these, 11 plus 4 lie inside the SofI field, which is consistent with the number from our derived IMF. Interestingly, most of the remaining high-mass stars are located south of Pis24 core, and may be associated with Pis24 S (see Fig. 5 ).
The number of stars in the cluster core down to 0.1 M ⊙ can be derived from either the surface density of 3.6 µm sources (see Table 4 ) or the surface density of K s sources (see Table 5 ), by assuming the mass completeness limits obtained for an age of 1 Myr and the IMF prescribed by Scalo (1998) . We found ∼ 2300 stars from the counts at 3.6 µm and ∼ 350 stars from the counts in the K s band. The difference is probably due to both contamination from Class II sources mimicking intermediatemass star fluxes at 3.6 µm, and an overestimate of the average field star density in the much smaller SofI field. Alternatively, the total number of members can be estimated from the highmass end of our derived IMF. Considering that we have found 28 (for 3.2 < A V < 7.8) to 85 (for 3.2 < A V < 15) stars down to ∼ 6.5 M ⊙ (assuming an age of 1 Myr), a Scalo IMF yields ∼ 3600 to ∼ 11000 members in the Sofi field. This is consistent with ∼ 10000 (in fact ∼ 5000 if the distance is shortened to 1.7 kpc) found by Wang et al. (2007) by scaling their derived Xray luminosity function (obtained from sources on a larger area than our SofI field) to that of the ONC. Thus, the stellar mass of Pis24 core amounts to ∼ 2 − 6 × 10 3 M ⊙ for a Scalo IMF. Lima et al. (2014) actually derive a lower mass, 533 ± 50M ⊙ , which would imply that most of the cluster mass is in massive stars. Incidentally, this is the lowest mass estimate quoted in the literature; nevertheless it highlights how sensitive this numbers are to the decontamination technique adopted.
Star formation on the smaller scale: dynamical properties of Pismis 24
One interesting property of Pismis 24 is the possible early ejection of massive stars from the cluster. In particular, we note that the O-type star Cl Pismis 24 13/N78 36 (see Fig. 2 ) is located on the opposite side of sub-cluster core C SE with respect to the O stars Cl Pismis 24 2 and Cl Pismis 24 3, all roughly aligned along a line passing through core C SE. The ejection of massive stars from clusters may happen due to three-body encounters, in which massive binaries are involved (see, e. g., Zinnecker & Yorke 2007) . Massive stars located on a line roughly centred on the cluster core may indicate momentum conservation in one of these episodes. This should become clear by measuring their radial velocities. In addition, Gvaramadze et al. (2011) , in a systematic search for runaway OB stars associated with NGC 6357, listed four other distant B0 to O V stars that may have been ejected from Pismis 24, three more B0 to O V stars that may have been ejected from AH03J1725-34.4, and one O6 V star possibly ejected from either of them. The Wolf-Rayet star WR93, 4 ′ east of Pis24 core, could have been ejected, as well (this would cause an age inconsistency according to some authors, but would not be an issue according to Massey et al. 2001 ). This early ejection of massive stars would indicate both that the early phases of the two clusters were highly dynamically unstable, and a high fraction of pristine binaries among massive stars. By the way, the two most massive members of Pismis 24 are known to be binary stars.
Star formation on the smaller scale: from gas to stars
To infer the properties of the gaseous environment from which Pismis 24 originated, we start by noting that, from Fig. 8 , the most massive members of Pismis 24 lie at a projected distance ∼ 1.
′ 4 (∼ 0.8 pc) from the ionisation front in the north. The gas facing these stars (with pillars, see Fig. 2 ) reminds one of the inner wall of the cavities in the simulations by Mellema et al. (2006) and Arthur et al. (2011) . Pismis 24/G353.2+0.9 is also somewhat reminiscent of other young open clusters interacting with nearby gas such as NGC 602/N90 in the SMC (e. g., Gouliermis et al. 2012) .
The molecular gas north of Pismis 24 is likely to be the remnant of a larger complex where the cluster was born. Giannetti et al. (2012) , summarising both their own and previous observations, confirmed that the molecular gas is being eroded and pushed aside by the intense UV field. Hence, Pismis 24 has quickly cleared off its parental cloud, whose gas must have been ejected to the south through a champagne flow. A sketch of the primordial environment of the cluster could be the following. Let us assume that the Hii region has evolved in a medium of constant density with a radius equal to the distance between the most massive stars and the ionisation front (∼ 1 pc). This would encompass all three sub-clusters of Fig. 8 . If we take the age of the cluster (∼ 1 Myr) as the age of this idealised Hii region, we can use Eq. (12:20) of Spitzer (1978) to derive the Strömgren radius (∼ 0.02 pc). In turn, from the Strömgren radius we can derive the average medium density (n H ∼ 10 6 cm −3 ). Such a cloud would have had a mass ∼ 10 5 M ⊙ . Gendelev & Krumholz (2012) showed that the ionisation front expands only slightly faster in a blister-type Hii region compared with a spherically-symmetric one, so this does not affect the final result significantly. Using the total stellar mass derived in Sect. 4.2, the star formation in this cloud would have occurred with an efficiency of ∼ 2 − 6 %. This efficiency is of the same order of that usually measured in molecular clouds as a whole (Padoan et al. 2013 ), but could be even larger if the stars formed in several clumps reflecting the current sub-clustered structure, hence with sizes less than a few 0.1 pc. In this case, the expansion of the Hii region could be delayed to match the cluster age by increasing the average clump density (embedded inside a lower density gas), by invoking UV radiation absorbed by dust (which would imply lower gas densities), or by gas inflow (Dale & Bonnel 2011) . The remaining gas must have been quickly cleared via champagne flows. Some of the properties of the molecular clouds in the north should still reflect those of the cluster parental cloud. Giannetti et al. (2012) found that the molecular gas is distributed in clumps ∼ 0.2 pc in size, with average densities n(H 2 ) ∼ 10 3 − 10 5 cm −3 and masses ∼ 10 to few 100 M ⊙ (once scaled to our assumed distance). The densest and most massive of them may be similar to those where the cluster stars formed.
Are there any hints that star formation in parts of Pismis 24 has been triggered by the feedback from the massive stars? Numerical simulations show that photo-ionisation from massive stars inside molecular clouds generally leads to a slight decrease in the global star formation efficiency, with gas expulsion partly compensated for by triggered star formation (e. g., Dale et al. 2012a Dale et al. , 2012b . Nevertheless, they show that triggered star formation does occur, and amounts to a few % of the total cloud mass (see also Walch et al. 2011) . Dale et al. (2012b) find that the association of young stars with gas structures such as shells or pillars, as occurs in NGC 6357, is a good but not conclusive indication of triggered star formation. We could not detect significant age differences in different areas of Pis24 core based on the fraction of stars with a circumstellar disk, that could have pointed to sequential star formation as well. However, this fraction appears to be at least marginally higher towards the Hii region where other indications of triggered star formation have been found. Figure 10 shows that young stars are embedded in the Hii region. The elephant trunk with the young star IRS 4 at its tip is another sign of possible triggering. As discussed in App. F, this region hosts less massive stars than sub-cluster core C which may be an effect of photo-ionisation (Dale et al. 2012b ). Giannetti et al. (2012) found that many of the gas clumps in the north are virialised and/or exhibit possible compression from outside, which may lead to further star formation.
The elephant trunk with IRS 4 at the tip inside G353.2+0.9 suggests that the so-called "radiation-driven implosion" (see Bisbas et al. 2011 and references therein) may be under way. When an ionisation front crosses a dense clump, it generates a shock which compresses the clump making it collapse under some conditions. Westmoquette et al. (2010) in fact found evidence of a D-shock propagating into the elephant trunk. The numerical simulations by Bisbas et al. (2011) nicely show how pillars with newly-born stars at the tip can be produced by this mechanism. Interestingly, they found that more intense ionising fluxes should disrupt less dense clumps rather than make them collapse. However, these authors considered clumps whose masses (15 M ⊙ at most) are much less than that of the elephant trunk (a few 100 M ⊙ according to Giannetti et al. 2012) , so their results cannot be easily compared with our observations. Alternatively, Gritschneder et al. (2010) showed that pillars may naturally arise in turbulent clouds exposed to UV radiation, which acts to enhance the initial turbulent density distribution. In conclusion, although we cannot conclusively prove that triggered star formation is in progress towards G353.2+0.9, this seems quite likely.
Conclusions
We have retrieved archival IRAC/Spitzer data and studied the young star population in the star forming region NGC 6357, located in the Galactic plane (d ∼ 1.7 kpc). We complemented these data with new JHK s observations, archival HST/WFPC2 images, and CHANDRA X-ray observations available in the literature, and focused on the stellar population (age, IMF, evidence of multiple generations of stars) in the young open cluster Pismis 24, which is part of NGC 6357. Since the region is only few degrees from the Galactic Centre in projection, we had to carefully assess the various effects that can bias the results, in particular when comparing photometry from different instruments at different wavelengths. We showed that the IRAC/Spitzer photometry is confusion-limited and, at longer wavelengths, suffers from saturation in the areas with intense diffuse emission (i. e., from the UV-illuminated surface of molecular clouds). We also showed that the JHK s photometry, IRAC/Spitzer photometry and high-resolution X-ray observations do not sample the stellar population homogeneously, but are complete only down to different stellar masses. In the case of IRAC/Spitzer photometry, the completeness gets even worse when including either of the bands at 5.8 and 8.0 µm. Having considered all these effects, we obtained the following results:
1. The Spitzer/IRAC photometry on the large scale shows another two stellar clusters associated with NGC 6357, i. e., the cluster AH03J1725-34.4 (associated with the Hii region G353.1+0.6), and the cluster we named "B" (associated with the Hii region G353.2+0.7). Class II sources (identified from IRAC colours) also cluster towards these three sites, suggesting a stellar population of very young stars in all three cases. All have sizes of ∼ 2.5 pc and exhibit sub-clustering on scales down to 0.5-1 pc. We estimated total numbers of stars of a few hundreds in each cluster down to the completeness limit. If the cluster ages are roughly the same (assumed ∼ 1 Myr), the stars are counted down to ∼ 2 M ⊙ and all three clusters must contain similar total numbers of members. 2. Both Pismis 24 and AH03J1725-34.4 lie inside cavities where they appear off-centred, interacting with molecular clouds to the north. Cluster B lies inside a cavity, as well. 3. We discussed briefly the NIR extinction law towards Pismis 24, concluding that the one derived by Rieke & Lebofsky (1985) should be appropriate. The J − H vs. H − K s diagram indicates a large population of extincted giant stars, which is expected given that we are looking towards the innermost parts of the Galaxy. 4. The NIR photometry shows that the core of Pismis 24, itself one of several other substructures, contains three surface density peaks, which are likely to represent real sub-clusters. All the most massive members lie in the same sub-cluster, whereas only intermediate-to low-mass members populate the other sub-clusters. 5. Optical HST photometry confirms a cluster age of ∼ 1 − 3
Myr. However, we found that many of the NIR counterparts of the optical stars (those with X-ray detection in particular) appear more massive than from optical photometry. This points to a large fraction of stars exhibiting a NIR excess. 6. We derived from their NIR excess (evaluated including the IRAC 4.5 µm band) the fraction of stars with a circumstellar disk and this is in the range 0.3-0.6, consistent with an age < ∼ 4 Myr. We found no decrease of this fraction towards the massive stars. 7. We derived the IMF towards the core of Pismis 24 by using K luminosity functions. We minimised contamination by field stars by selecting HK s sources in two different extinction ranges with respect to a pseudo-sequence of young stars, i. e. 3.2 < A V < 7.8 (derived from optical spectroscopy) and 3.2 < A V < 15 (derived from the NIR counterparts of X-ray sources). We found an IMF consistent with a Salpeter one down to ∼ 2.5 M ⊙ . For M < ∼ 2.5 M ⊙ , the IMF flattens. 8. Assuming the IMF prescribed by Scalo (1998) , we estimated that Pismis 24 contains ∼ 3600 to ∼ 11000 stars (2 − 6 × 10 3 M ⊙ ), depending on the extinction interval used to select the cluster members. 9. There are indications of triggered star formation towards the Hii region G353.2+0.9, where the UV radiation from the core of Pismis 24 interacts with the molecular cloud. We confirmed the results of Giannetti et al. (2012) , who ruled out the scenario proposed by Felli et al. (1990) in which the ionising sources of G353.2+0.9 are embedded massive stars inside the Hii region itself. In fact, we did not find any stars earlier than B-type in the area. 10. There are indications of an early ejection of massive stars from the core of Pismis 24, suggesting a dynamically unstable environment after gas expulsion. 11. We proposed a picture of the molecular gas where the core of Pismis 24 formed. It must have been a dense (average n[H 2 ] ∼ 5 × 10 5 cm −3 ) cloud, ∼ 1 pc in radius. Or, most probably, a group of denser clumps (n[H 2 ] > 5 × 10 5 cm −3 ) ∼ 0.1 pc in radius, embedded in a lower density gas (n[H 2 ] < 5 × 10 5 cm −3 ). Only sources with K s < 16 and photometric errors < 0.3 mag have been selected for the colour-colour diagrams, whereas all sources with photometric errors < 0.3 mag in H and K s have been selected for the colour-magnitude diagrams. The datapoint density after smoothing is shown with contours in all panels. The grey triangles mark the sources whose colours have been taken from 2MASS. A few of these sources, associated with Pismis 24, are also indicated, although those labelled G1, G2, and G3 are the candidate background giant stars discussed in the text. The main sequence locus is drawn in all panels with a thick solid line (using the colours from Koornneef 1983 , complemented with the absolute magnitudes from Allen 1976 for panels c,d). Spectral types are labelled next to the ZAMS in panel c. The dashed lines in panels a,b are reddening paths with crosses every A V = 10 mag (from A V = 0 mag), according to Rieke & Lebofsky (1985) , while the thin solid lines are the reddening paths according to the extinction law derived by Straizys & Laugalys (2008) . The dashed line in panels c,d marks the completeness limit. The arrow in panel c spans a reddening of A V = 20 mag. Also shown as a full line parallel to the ZAMS in panel c is the sequence of PMS stars 1 Myr old from the evolutionary tracks of Palla & Stahler (1999) , for A V = 10 mag, and masses in the 0.1−6 M ⊙ range. A distance of 1.7 kpc is assumed for ZAMS and isochrones. The thick solid line is the main sequence locus (using the colours from Koornneef 1983) . The dotted lines are reddening paths with crosses every A V = 10 mag, following Rieke & Lebofsky (1985) . . Dereddened KLF (see text) for sources in the H − K s colour interval corresponding to a reddening interval 3.2 < A V < 7.8 (see text) from the mean locus (pseudo-sequence) of young stars. From bottom up: sample selected from the southern field only (pseudo-sequence at 1.7 kpc), from the whole SofI field (pseudo-sequence at 1.7 kpc), and from the whole SofI field (using a pseudo-sequence shifted to a distance of 2.56 kpc). The KLF at the top has been obtained for sources with A V > 7.8 mag picked from the whole field (pseudo-sequence at 1.7 kpc). The two vertical dotted lines mark the completeness limit for the KLF at the top (K s = 13) and that for the other three KLFs (K s = 15). The assumed distance moduli, ages, and synthetic tracks (either PMS for low-mass stars, or MS for all stars) are also labelled. The dashed lines show the two-segment fits to the IMFs (for the IMF on the top, the full line is a fit to the whole distribution, which cannot be distinguished in the figure from the fit to the high-mass end only ). The vertical dotted lines mark the mass for each distribution at the completeness limit of the corresponding dereddened KLF.
Appendix A: Spitzer/IRAC data reduction
We downloaded all the basic calibrated data (BCD) and corrected BCD (CBCD) products, which were provided by the Spitzer Science Center through their standard data processing pipeline version S18.18.0. Data obtained from S18.18.0 need to be corrected in the 5.8 and 8.0 µm bands due to an error in calibration, so they have been multiplied by 0.968 and 0.973, respectively, following the prescriptions given in the web page 4 . For each raw image, the pipeline produces a flux-calibrated image (BCD), where all well-understood instrumental signatures (e. g., muxbleed) are removed (and including dark-subtraction and flat-fielding). The pipeline also attempts to systematically find all saturated point sources in the images and fit them using an appropriate PSF that is matched to the unsaturated wings of the source. A dedicated software module replaces the saturated point source with an unsaturated point source that has the correct flux density of the point source. We checked that this works quite well on the short-exposure frames but not on the longexposure ones. Another pipeline module performs artefact correction (stray light, saturation, muxstripe, column pulldown and banding) on the BCD files, creating "corrected" BCD (CBCD) files. For details, see the on-line instrument handbook 5 .
The observations were performed in high dynamic range (HDR) mode, i. e., two images were taken at each position, a short exposure one (0.4 s) and a long exposure one (10.4 s). This allows one to also obtain photometry for bright sources avoiding saturation. The observed area was covered by using the IRAC mapping mode, with a grid of 10 × 8 positions in "array" coordinates, spaced by 260 ′′ (i. e., slightly less than the detector size) in both directions defined by the detector axes. The selected dithering mode was "cycling", with a scale factor "medium" and a number of positions equal to 5, i. e., for each grid position, 5 pairs (the short-and long-exposure integration) of dithered images were taken, randomly distributed up to a maximum distance of 119 pixels and with a median distance of 53 pixels. Therefore, most of the points in the mosaic result from the overlap of up to five images, although small areas can be covered by more than 5 images (where the dithered patterns of adjacent grid positions overlap) and few smaller areas may be covered by less than 5 images.
Mosaicking and co-adding of all frames were carried out by using MOPEX version 18.4.9, yielding a pair of larger images (short-and long-exposure) per band with a pixel size 0.
′′ 6 × 0. ′′ 6 (about half the native pixel size). We used a dual-outlier rejection strategy with conservative settings and experimented different values of the parameter RThreshold. The long-exposure CBCD frames at 5.8 and 8.0 µm displayed intense stripes associated with bright sources, absent in the corresponding BCD frames. We found out that these are features caused by the artefact-mitigation pipeline. Consequently, we constructed the long-exposure 5.8 and 8.0 µm images using the BCD files rather than the CBCD ones. On the other hand, as for the shortexposure mosaics, only a few CBCDs at 8.0 µm were found heavily affected by the problem and replaced by the corresponding BCDs. In all other cases we used the CBCDs. the long-exposure 5.8 and 8.0 µm ones. This gives rise to ghosts associated with the brightest sources. However, the corresponding artefacts were clearly recognisable and removed from the final point-source photometry. Some optical banding, as well, due to internal radiation scattering in the arrays, is present in the long-exposure 5.8 and 8.0 µm images yielding a small faint halo around the brightest areas. Being a diffuse structure, however, it is not expected to affect the final photometry significantly.
Photometry was performed both on the short-exposure images and on the long-exposure ones. In each band, we set a saturation limit to the long-exposure mosaic, conservatively derived by estimating the saturation limit in a single BCD following the IRAC Instrument Handbook. The measured fluxes were converted into magnitudes by using the zero magnitude flux densities given in Table 4 .1 of the IRAC Instrument Handbook (also given in Reach et al. 2005) . The errors were calculated by using Eq. (7) of Reach et al. (2005) , i. e., neglecting electronic noise. We discarded a number of residual false detections by visual inspection of the images, while others were subsequently removed by operating a colour-based selection during the analysis.
Short-and long-exposure photometry were matched in each band, adding the bright sources from the former to the faint sources from the latter according to the following criterion. We estimated a magnitude threshold for each band by requiring both that the average signal to noise ratio at the shorter exposure time was high enough, and that its corresponding flux was well below the single BCD saturation limit set at the longer exposure time. The sources with flux above the threshold were then taken from the short-exposure photometry, whereas those with flux below it were taken from the long-exposure photometry. We cross-checked the photometry from the long-and shortexposure mosaics in each band I by computing the difference in magnitude of all sources retrieved in both of them (with photometric uncertainties less than 0.3 mag). We plotted the histogram of the difference ∆m between long-and short-exposure measurements in bins of 0.5 [I]-magnitudes, sampling the sources over two different image test areas. One area was chosen well inside the large ring-like structure (hence with little diffuse emission) and the other one inside the G353.2+0.9 projected area (with the most intense diffuse emission). For brighter magnitude bins, the histograms appear to peak at values that are within 0.05 mag from 0 (with a trend of the long-exposure measurements to be brighter) following distributions resembling Gaussian curves. However, when moving towards fainter magnitudes, the distributions become less peaked, their width increase, and a wing develops on the side where long-exposure measurements are brighter than short-exposure ones. The dispersion around the peak is always narrower than the typical photometric error inside each magnitude bin, This flatter distribution in the faint bins is more evident towards the test area with large diffuse emission, although it does not seem to be correlated with the presence of diffuse emission. This may be due either to the short-exposure photometry being nearer to its sensitivity limit, and/or to a better sampling of the sky around point-sources for longer exposures (i. e., better signal-to-noise). In addition, the distributions for the 8.0 µm band do not exhibit the wing and are narrower than in the other bands. It appears that we used a DAOFIND finding threshold larger at 8.0 µm than in the other bands, in units of one sigma of effective noise, leading to a smaller overlap between short and long exposures.
Whatever caused this trend in the distributions of magnitude difference, the difference between long-and short-exposures is of no concern at all at bright magnitudes (where the final pho-tometry is taken from the short-exposure mosaics), while we assume that anyway the fainter fluxes are better characterised in the long-exposure mosaics (yielding higher signal to noise ratios).
A few sources (much less than 1 % of the total) exhibit large differences between short-and long-exposure magnitudes (larger than 2-3 times the width of the ∆m distribution). In most cases, either they fall on some artefacts in one of the two mosaics or they are residual cosmic rays passing the outlier rejection stage of MOPEX. These sources were either removed or were assigned a photometric estimate from the image unaffected by the artefact. This further confirms that residual contamination from artefacts or cosmic rays is very low, well below ∼ 1 % of the total sample in each band.
Another consistency test that we performed consisted in comparing the photometry from this work with that from the GLIMPSE survey. We retrieved all sources from the GLIMPSE II (epoch 1) archive within 30
′ from RA= 17h 25m and DEC= −34
• 18 ′ . The area covered by our data is smaller than that and lies well inside the 30 ′ radius. In the magnitude-colour diagrams of Fig. B.1 showing magnitudes vs. [4.5]-[8.0], we have overlaid (left column) the GLIMPSE datapoints (red) and those from this work (black). We have selected only objects detected in all four bands with photometric errors < 0.3 mag from the two samples. It appears that the two photometry lists as a whole are consistent with each other, apart for a large group of sources with [4.5]-[8.0]> 2 much more numerous in our sample. These are sources contaminated by PAH emission arising in the bright filaments that cross the region (see Sect. D). When these objects are filtered out as explained in Sect. D, the remaining ones (green dots, in the right column boxes) are distributed in the mag-colour diagram like the GLIMPSE datapoints.
We repeated the same test by selecting all sources from our database with detections only in the first three bands (3.6, 4.5 and 5.8 µm). In the magnitude-colour diagrams of We have overlaid these (in black) with (boxes in the left column) the GLIMPSE datapoints with detections in at least the first three bands (red). We have selected only objects with photometric errors < 0.3 mag in the three shorter wavelength bands from the two samples. In this case the two photometric lists appear to be consistent, as well, apart from a slight excess of red sources in our sample with respect to the GLIMPSE sample. By removing all sources contaminated by PAH emission as explained in App. D and plotting the remaining ones (green dots, boxes in the right column), the excess of red sources disappears, confirming its origin. We note that the brightest sources in our sample with detection only in the first three bands have a magnitude ∼ 10 in all bands. Since stars have colours ∼ 0 mag in all IRAC bands, this indicates that the sources with detections only in the three shorter wavelength bands are mostly stars too faint to be detected at 8.0 µm, where the sensitivity is [8.0] ∼ 10 − 12 (see bottom row of Fig. B.1) .
Finally, in Fig. B.3 we plot magnitudes vs. [3.6]-[4.5] for all sources from our database with detections only in the first two bands and photometric errors < 0.3 mag (black dots). These are overlaid (boxes in the left column) with datapoints from the GLIMPSE sample with detection in at least the first two bands (red dots). The two photometric lists appear again to be consistent with each other. The brightest sources from our database are a bit fainter than those in Fig. B .2, suggesting that sources detected only in the first two bands are again mostly stars too faint to be detected in the two longer wavelength bands.
One striking thing that appears clearly from Figs. B.1, B.2 and B.3 is that the sensitivity limits of our photometry are about the same as those of the GLIMPSE photometry. Nevertheless, our photometry does result from images integrated at least for 10.4 s and, on average, corresponding to a total exposure time of 52 s. On the other hand, the GLIMPSE II (epoch 1) photometry is produced using two images per position with exposure times 1.2 s each. This property of the limiting sensitivities is demonstrated in Fig B. 4, comparing histograms of number of sources grouped in 0.5-mag magnitude bins from our sample (black) and the GLIMPSE one (red). For the diagrams on the left column, we have used only the sources detected in all four bands with photometric errors < 0.3 mag, whereas for the diagrams on the right column we have used all sources detected in at least one wavelength band (with photometric errors < 0.3 mag in that band). In any case, the distributions from the two samples are about equal, except for the different number of sources retrieved (as said the selected GLIMPSE field is larger than the target one). Both exhibit an increase in the number of sources starting from low magnitudes, a turn off roughly at the same magnitude, and a steep decrease. This clearly indicates that the completeness limit (and the sensitivity limit) in each band is roughly the same for the two samples.
We noticed a similar effect when comparing our short-and long-exposure photometry. The latter is about one magnitude (1.5 magnitudes at 5.8 µm) deeper than the former, although the sensitivity values listed in the IRAC handbook would suggest a difference of at least 3-4 magnitudes. This means that our photometry is limited by a source of noise that does not depend on the integration time. This can only be confusion due to the large number of sources in the field, given that we are observing along a line of sight close to the Galactic Centre. This is confirmed by Ramírez et al. (2008) who, in their IRAC survey of the Galactic Centre, found that their photometry is limited by confusion, as well. Using images with average total integration time of 6 s, they quote completeness limits which are even less than those we can infer from Fig B. 4 for the GLIMPSE sample (with 2.4 s total exposure time). The histograms of number of sources vs. magnitude that they show, exhibit the same abrupt turn-off at the faint end as ours. Furthermore, Fang et al. (2012) achieve only slightly better sensitivities compared to GLIMPSE using IRAC images of NGC 6357 of 10.4 s exposure time. Therefore, we can conclude that our photometry is limited by source confusion.
Appendix C: Completeness of Spitzer photometry
The photometric completeness in a band (i. e., the capability of retrieving most of the sources up to a given magnitude in a field) mainly depends on the sensitivity of the observations in that band. Because the sensitivity attained in the four IRAC bands is different, the completeness limit is fainter in the first two bands and gets brighter by requiring simultaneous detection in more than one band. To study the effect, we constructed histograms of the magnitude distribution, in bins 0.5-mag wide, adopting several different selection criteria. All histograms display an increase in the number of sources N with increasing magnitude up to a peak, and a subsequent decrease due to loss of completeness. A few examples are shown for all bands in Fig. C.1 . In the following, by "good" detection we will mean one with a photometric error < 0.3 mag. In addition, by "completeness degree" we will mean the fraction of sources of a given magnitude (irrespective of their nature) that are retrieved in the field.
To derive the completeness degree as a function of magnitude, we first compared the histograms obtained in each IRAC band from the following two samples of sources (see the left column in Fig. C.1 ). The first sample (S1) contains all the sources retrieved in a band I with simultaneous good detections in all 4 . Panels on the same row display, from top to bottom, the measurements for these sources in the 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, and 8.0 µm bands, respectively. In the left column panels, the sources from our sample are overlaid with those from GLIMPSE II (red dots). The green dots in the right column panels are those remaining from our photometry after removal of sources contaminated by PAH emission. Only objects detected in all four bands with photometric errors < 0.3 mag are plotted.
bands. The second sample (S2) contains all the sources retrieved in a band I with good detections in I and in at least one adjacent band. Hence, different samples S2 can be obtained depending on the choice of the adjacent band (e. g., we used 3.6 and 4.5 µm for each of these two bands, 5.8 and 4.5 µm for the 5.8 µm band, and 5.8 and 8.0 µm for the 8.0 µm band). Hereafter, we will refer to the distribution of magnitude [I] for samples S1 and S2 as S1 [I] and S2[I], respectively. At their peak, the distribution of S1[3.6] and S1[4.5] are a factor ∼ 0.6−0.7 of that of S2[3.6] and S2[4.5], respectively. This ratio increases to > 0.8 one magnitude below (i. e., brighter than) the peak.
The distributions of S1[8.0] and S2[8.0] (not shown) are qualitatively similar, although the ratio S1[8.0] to S2[8.0] is ∼ 0.72 one magnitude below the peak of S1 [8.0] . However, such a comparison is less significant than for other bands, given that most of the sources without a detection in any of the first two bands are probably just blobs of diffuse emission rather than stellar objects.
Fig. B.2.
Magnitude-colour diagrams showing the magnitude of all sources from the sample obtained in this work (black dots) only detected in the first three wavelength IRAC bands (i. e., 3.6, 4.5 and 5.8 µm). Panels on the same row display, from top to bottom, the measurements for these sources in the 3.6, 4.5, and 5.8 µm bands, respectively, plotted as a function of [4.5]-[5.8]. In the left column panels, they are overlaid with all sources from GLIMPSE II (red dots) at least detected in the three shorter wavelength bands. The green dots in the right column panels are the sources remaining from our photometry after removal of those contaminated by PAH emission. Only objects with photometric errors < 0.3 mag in the three shorter wavelength bands are plotted.
Based on the histograms of the magnitude distribution for sources with good detections in at least two bands (i. e., S2[I]), we conservatively estimate that the 80 % completeness limits of each sample S2 lie roughly one magnitude below its distribution peak (set CL0). E. g., The same exercise, but replacing the samples S1 with other samples obtained by requiring that the selected sources are detected in at least the first three bands with photometric errors < 0.3 mag (S1a), yields the following 80 % completeness limits (set CL2): Requiring that all the sources in a given band be also detected in other bands with photometric errors < 0.3 mag can be quite a demanding prescription, causing otherwise good detections in that band to be removed because the detection in just another band has an error > 0.3 mag. We checked that this is only a minor problem by noting the following. The histograms of the magnitude distribution obtained by selecting I-band sources detected in all four bands, but requiring good detections in all bands for one histogram (S1 [I] ) and at least in the I band for the other (S4[I]), both peak at the same magnitude, irrespectively of I. The ratio S1[I] to S4[I] slightly decreases with increasing magnitudes down to > 80 % at the peak. The same is found by selecting I-band sources detected in the first three bands, but either requiring good detections in all three bands (S1a[I]) or at least in the I band (sample S6 [I] ). In this case, the ratio of the distribution S1a[I] to S6[I] is > 75 % at the peak. For I = 3.6 and I = 4.5 µm bands, we compared the histograms of I-band sources with good detections in at least the first two bands (S2 [I] ) and I-band sources detected in at least the first two bands but with good detection in at least the I band (sample S8 [I] ). These histograms (see the two upper rows in the right column of . Panels on the same row display, from top to bottom, the measurements for these sources in the 3.6 and 4.5 µm band, respectively, plotted as a function of [3.6]-[4.5]. On the left column panels, they are overlaid with all sources from GLIMPSE II (red dots) at least detected in the two shorter wavelength bands. Only objects with photometric errors < 0.3 mag in the two shorter wavelength bands are plotted.
% at the peak. By replacing the distribution S8[I] with those of sources with at least a good detection in one of the first two bands (S8[3.6] ∪ S8[4.5]), the ratio decreases to > 86 % at the histogram peaks. Therefore, the effect of requiring good detections in at least the first two bands should imply a completeness limit not too different from that in each single lower wavelength band.
The lower two rows of Fig. C.1 show that 5.6-and 8.0-µm-band sources with at least a good detection in the considered band, peak at slightly lower magnitudes than the corresponding sub-sample obtained by requiring a good detection in all bands. As said, we believe that most of the sources in the two upper wavelength bands without simultaneous detections in the first two bands are mostly blobs of diffuse emission or even artefacts. So the statistics of all detections (multiple as well as single) in those bands is very likely to be biased. Finally, we expect quite different completeness limits in areas without and with diffuse emission. To test this, we repeated all experiments described above but by selecting 1) only sources contained in an area with at most faint diffuse emission, i. e., inside the large ring, and 2) only sources inside the area containing G353.2+0.9. There is no difference in the histogram peak locations for the sets CL0, CL1, and CL2, at 3.6 and 4.5 µm, between the complete samples discussed above and those of the sources inside the ring. On the other hand, the peaks of the histograms for 5.8 and 8.0 µm sources inside the ring shift to larger magnitudes. This is probably because the crowding of sources far from diffuse emission areas is much less severe in the two longer wavelength IRAC bands. Apparently, in the first two bands the total (i. e., with sources from the whole field) samples are dominated by sources not falling towards diffuse emission, hence by crowding effects.
As far as sources inside the area containing G353.2+0.9 are concerned, the peaks of the histograms shift to lower magnitudes for sets CL0, CL1, and CL2, as expected, excluding CL1 at 3.6 and 4.5 µm whose peaks are one magnitude above (i. e., fainter than) those of the total samples. We suspect that this is due to the chance associations of faint sources in the first two bands and blobs of diffuse emission in the two upper wavelength bands, artificially increasing the detection efficiency when requiring good detections in all bands. In any case, the source statistics is quite poor. Thus, we believe that only the estimates from CL0 (i. e., from the first two bands) are reliable in areas of intense diffuse emission.
The derived completeness limits (at a 70−80 % level) for different detection requirements and areas in the images are listed in Table C.1 . Fig. B.4 . Number of sources per magnitude bins of 0.5 mag, from our database (black line) and the GLIMPSE sample (red line). The boxes in each row refer to the band indicated on the upper left corner. For the diagrams on the left column we used the sources detected in all four IRAC bands with photometric errors < 0.3 mag, whereas for those on the right column we used all sources detected in at least the corresponding band (with photometric errors < 0.3 mag in that band). red sources probably arise due to random association of faint sources in the two shorter wavelength bands and bright blobs of diffuse emission in the two longer wavelength bands. All these blobs are bright, because of both the lower sensitivity and saturation problems towards those areas. and diffuse emission areas, as well. If they had counterparts in the two lower wavelengths, they would correspond to even redder sources (so red to remain undetected at those wavelengths because lying below the sensitivity limits) than those with detections in all four bands. Consequently, it is more plausible that the objects exhibiting [5.4]-[8.0] ∼ 1.7 − 1.8 are mostly blobs of diffuse emission.
To understand why this population of red sources is scarcely represented in the GLIMPSE survey (see Fig. B.1) , we plotted the position of all GLIMPSE sources detected in all four bands with photometric errors < 0.3 mag. Unlike the red sources in our sample, few objects fall towards the filaments and Hii regions. Therefore, the analogues of our red sources were filtered out of the GLIMPSE database because of their adopted selection criteria.
To remove the identified PAH-contaminants, we used the prescriptions given by Gutermuth et al. (2009) . We also removed all other possible contaminants following Gutermuth et al. (2009) , i. e., AGNs, star forming galaxies and unresolved shock emission. This is a conservative choice, since we are observing through the Galactic plane and contamination due to galaxies should be negligible. As can be seen in Figs. B.1 through D.2 (green dots), the PAH contaminants appear to have been removed quite satisfactorily. On the other hand, for sources only detected in the first three bands, we applied the criterion for PAH-contamination but not the others, which require a knowledge of the flux at 8.0 µm as well.
The final efficiency of the cleaning process can be checked by plotting the colours of Class I and Class II sources (see Fig. D.4) , identified after removal of contaminants by using the that obtained by Fang et al. (2012) , although a look at their Fig. 5a shows the effects of the different classification criteria they adopted.
Appendix E: Multi-wavelength classification of YSOs in the SofI field
The evolutionary stages of the cluster members can be derived by using either NIR/MIR colours or their association with X-ray emission. Nevertheless, different methods definitely suffer from different selection effects and this has to be accounted for when comparing the obtained results.
In this paper, we adopted several classification schemes based on: JHK s , [3.6] 5] colours, X-ray emission. All these indicators allow us to identify the embedded protostar population, the classical T-Tauri population and the weak-line T-Tauri population out of the whole cluster stellar population. However, when computing number ratios we have to check for any difference in completeness that might arise because of the different sensitivities attained in each band.
To derive these differences, we reasonably assume that our K s image is the most sensitive of all available bands, either SofI or IRAC. On the one hand, many K s sources are missed in J and H because of extinction. On the other hand, the observations in the IRAC 3.6 and 4.5 µm bands are less extincted, but not as deep as K s and with a worse spatial resolution. Therefore, K s can be considered as our reference band. Consequently, we can compute the maximum K s for which at least 80 % of the K s sources are also detected i) in the JH bands, ii) in the 4.5 µm bands AND either in the JH bands or in at least the H band, iii) in all four IRAC bands and iv) in the first three IRAC bands. We will refer to the derived K s in each case as the "80 % completeness limit" throughout this section. We constructed the K s luminosity functions for all these classes (i-iv) of sources and compared them with the K s luminosity function of the sources at least detected in the K s band, both for the northern and the southern part of the SofI field. We only counted sources with photometric uncertainty < 0.3 mag in every band considered. The luminosity functions are compared in Fig. E .1. For detections in three and four IRAC bands, we discarded sources with IRAC colours typical of PAH contamination (see App. D). We found however that this is important only for sources with good detections in 4 IRAC bands located in the northern field, as expected because of the contaminating diffuse emission from the Hii region. The 80 % completeness limits are indicated with vertical dotted lines in Fig. E.1 . They are also listed in Table E.1.
We note that the 80 % completeness limit significantly varies from case to case, depending on the colours used and the area of the field. For example, a lot of K s sources are missed particularly in the northern SofI field when requiring valid detections in all four IRAC bands. This is due to the problems suffered by the two upper wavelength IRAC bands in the regions of diffuse emission outlined in the text. We also note that the JHK s colours mostly tend to filter out embedded stars, young PMS stars and protostars, whereas IRAC colours mostly tend to filter out unreddened stars. Thus, we can hope to obtain a better 80 % completeness limit by combining K s sources for which at least one of the colours from i) to iv) is available. However, as shown in the 6th column of Table E .1, this only happens in the northern SofI field.
The bottom row in Fig. E.1 shows the luminosity function of K s sources that also exhibit an X-ray emission. Given that not all K s sources (particularly field stars, unlike T Tauri stars) have detectable X-ray emission, this luminosity function cannot be directly compared with the one of all sources with a valid K s detection. In the southern field, the luminosity function exhibits a fast increase up to K s ∼ 13. This suggests that all K s sources emitting X-rays are roughly complete down to that limit. On the other hand, in the northern field the luminosity function is much less steep; if this were mainly due to an increased difficulty in retrieving sources in the northern area of the K s image, lots of Xray sources without a NIR counterpart should be detected. Only 5 X-ray sources are actually detected without a NIR counterpart there. So, the flatter X-source K s luminosity function in the north may arise due to either a decrease in the probability of detecting X-ray emission from embedded cluster members, or a greater K s magnitude spread of cluster members caused by variable extinction. Therefore, it is difficult to estimate a K s completeness limit for X-ray emitting sources in this case; it may lie in the range 11-13 mag. However, we note that for strongly variable extinction (as expected when moving from south to north) this would not correspond to a particular mass limit.
Appendix F: Individual NIR sources towards Pismis 24
The nature of the most massive stars in each sub-cluster of Pis24 core can be better investigated by considering the corresponding J − H vs. H − K s (Fig. F.1 ) and K s vs. H − K s diagrams ( Fig. F.2) . Clearly, all the O-type stars lie towards the south-eastern part of sub-cluster core C, whereas the other star concentrations are more reminiscent of the small embedded young clusters where typically intermediate-mass stars form. Core SW: it is the only sub-cluster, apart from core C SE, with a possible earlier-than-B0 star. Our NIR source # 578 is, in fact, bright enough and exhibits a clear JHK s colour excess, suggesting it is a massive young star. Hii region: the most massive star towards the Hii region, our NIR source # 998, is a B2 star located on the western part of the bar. The other bright (K s ∼ 10.22) star is located just west of the elephant trunk but is probably a background giant. The star at the tip of the elephant trunk (IRS4 of Felli et al. 1990 ) is a B0-B4 star with a JHK s colour excess. IRS7 and IRS8 of Felli et al. (1990) also exhibit a JHK s colour excess, but appear to be less massive than IRS4. We found that IRS1 and IRS2 were misplaced by Felli et al. (1990) : by comparing their Fig. 4 with our Fig. 2 it can easily be verified that these two sources lie ∼ 15 ′′ further south than the bar (in their Fig. 7) , i. e., towards the northwestern part of sub-cluster core C and not in the bar. In addition, Fig. F.2 and Fig. F .1 clearly show that they are probably background giants. Core C (NW): the most massive star is a B1-B2 star, our NIR source # 962. It is located near the border between the two parts of sub-cluster core C, and it could be associated with C SE rather than the C NW. Core NE: it is the only core region hosting an IRAC-retrieved Class I source (with K s < 13.5), namely our NIR source # 702, which has a characteristic colour excess in the J − H vs. H − K s diagram ( Fig. F.1 ), as well. 
